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Toy/n Manager Report
Town Manager, Donald R. Jutton
The past year was one of change and redirection for the administration of the Town of Salem. The estab-
lishment of a Public Works Department, although complicated, has proven to be generally beneficial, and I
credit the employees of those departments included in this structure with the successes that we have.realized.
Creation of a Finance Director's position resulted in many positive changes in the fiscal administration of
the Town, including significant improvements in the areas of purchasing, accounting, budgeting, and invest-
ment.
The Special Town Meeting held in November 1979 finally resolved the long term solid waste disposal
problems of the community, and the efforts to resolve our wastewater treatment problems resulted in addi-
tional federal funds to study the possibility of membership in the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District, an alter-
native which could provide a permanent long term solution to this ever present issue.
Expansion work on both the municipal office building and the public works garage was well underway at
the end of 1979. By year's end, the Town had also acquired the Brown property in North Salem, had finalized
development plans for Hedgehog Community Park on Lowell Road, had all but completed construction of a
new water tower on Howard Street, had installed new water lines on South Policy Street and Kelley Road, and
entered into final negotiations with the Whalen Corporation of Dallas, Texas, for the development of a muni-
cipal water supply utilizing deep-rock wells.
Overall, 1979 was a year of accomplishment and direction, not without its problems. However, we begin
1980 with the knowledge that at least some of the major issues which faced us at the beginning of the previous
year have been resolved and, while they will be replaced by others of seemingly equal importance, there is a
satisfaction and fulfillment in the accomplishments which we have realized.
I would like to express my appreciation to the Board of Selectmen, the Budget Committee, and other offi-
cials of the community who have supported and cooperated with the efforts of the staff in the past year and to
salute the employees of the Town whose dedication and commitment has resulted in a quality of service to the
public of the highest possible calibre.
The day to day activities of local government are demanding, challenging, and often frustrating; and,
while on occasion there are temporary interruptions, the employees of the Town of Salem continue to pro-
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Report of Chief of Police
As a result of the expansion of the headquarters facility and other factors, the past twelve months have
been a period of transition and modification.
The physical alterations have mandated certain policy and procedural changes that are, of late, only be-
ginning to stabilize. The societal changes have caused us, as well as our counterparts elsewhere, to be faced
with the problem of continuing to provide a high level of service in the face of shrinking available resources.
Reducing energy consumption, becoming more cost effective, and developing alternative methods of service
delivery while maintaining proven crime control practices have all combined to make the year a challenging
one.
Salem has reflected the crime increase experienced nationally during 1979. Overall incidents reported to
us escalated about 20% over last year. On the positive side, the type of crime in our community remains con-
stant. Property crime, such as burglary, larceny, theft and stolen motor vehicles, make up about 93% of all
crime in Salem. Crime against the person remains low. Violent crime such as murder, rape, robbery and aggra-
vated assault make up about 3% of Salem's crime total.
As with other communities, we continue to be faced with the increasing problem of vandalism. Costly, ir-
ritating and senseless, it has become the second most prevalent crime we record. The solution appears to be
beyond the capability of the police agency. It obviously lies elsewhere in society.
UNIFORM CRIME REPORT (Part I Offenses)
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In August, Sergeant George Gartside retired after nearly twenty-five years of service. He will be fondly re-
membered not only by his co-workers, but by the thousands of citizens he served over the years. Five new
men were added to the department. John Perillo, John Tommasi, Dennis O'Brien, David Hyatt and Richard
Marchand became regular officers. Michael Duggan and Richard Southwick were promoted to Sergeant and
Joseph Oakes to Lieutenant. In addition, a number of new men were added to the Special Officer force.
COMMENTARY
The Salem Police Department continues to provide quality police service at a reasonable per capita cost.
Of the six largest communities in New Hampshire, Salem has the lowest ratio of officers per thousand resi-
dents. Only one of those communities supplies police service at a lower per capita cost and that community
has a crime rate far higher than Salem's.
Salem is, in many ways, an unconventional community to police. A busy commercial center, it also has
many other facets to its identity that provide policing problems. High traffic density, a growing number of
manufacturing facilities, a major interstate highway, a race track, an amusement park, a number of apartment
complexes and summer homes, all contribute to its uniqueness.
Having the problems attendant to being a border community and a suburb of a major metropolitan area, it
also, to a certain degree, retains a flavor of its rural past.
1979 was a year of diversity. We experienced a number of major transitions. Our new Town Manager Don-
ald R. Jutton, brought with him a style of management that emphasizes the "team approach" to problem solv-
ing. The impact of learning to manage under a union contract and the development of a performance
evaluation system contributed to an eventuful year. The Command Staff of the police department responded
well to these challenges.




Report of Fire Chief
The Salem Fire Department responded to approximately 800 emergency fire alarms in 1979, only five of
the fires however caused serious structural damage and financial loss to owners. The reduced number of se-
rious fires resulted in less fire loss in 1979. (1978 - $538,000; 1979 - $290,000)
During the year, the apparatus responded to the following runs — 828.
Wash gas 19 Chimney 25
Landfill 11 Faulty alarm 45
Oil burner manfunction 16 Illegal burn (warnings) 29
Gas grills 3 Car/truck 81
Brush/grass 92 Accidental alarm 41
Mutual aid 26 Malicious alarm 61
Building 22 Auto/crash assist ambulance 38
Mobilehome 5 No service 110
Dumpster 9 Code 10 1
Evacuate-flood 2 Warehouse contents 1
Miscellaneous service 191
Fire loss approximately $254,291.11
Vehicle 43 46 F1 51
Vehicle 32 81 F2 2
Vehicle 33 258 F3 8
Vehicle 34 28 Boat 3
Vehicle 35 199 Vehicle 44 87
Vehicle 36 14 Box alarms 26




Fire alarm vehicle for service calls total 43.
During the year, the ambulances responded to the following runs — 1290.
Medical 861 Amb. 45 722 11,378 miles
Accidents 159 Amb. 40 454 4,893 miles
Transfers 16 Amb. 41112 2,266 miles
No service 118 Other 2
Alarm of fire 136
Patients 200
Fees collected and submitted to Treasurer's Office — $3,451.00
Oil burner permits 850.00 Blasting permits 175.00
Ambulance payments 2,328.00 Photocopies 98.00
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With prospects of home heating oil shortages and higher prices, hundreds of Salem homeowners installed
wood burning stoves. Recognizing that homeowners must insure proper installation of wood burning stoves
and should be knowledgeable of how to use them advantageously, the Fire Department, in conjunction with
the Kelley Library and other experts in the wood stove business, offered several workshops. It was the consen-
sus of all involved in the presentations that their time was well spent in pointing out some of the hazards and
pitfalls that go along with the use of wood stoves.
TRAINING
Training continued to be high on a firefighter's priority list. Many, many hours of training are needed to
maintain a high degree of efficiency within the department. This past year, the Fire Department, through the
efforts of Training Officer Captain A. J. Bodenrader, was able to obtain a building that could be used for actual
firefighting tactics. This building, located on South Policy Street, was used for training purposes for approxi-
mately three weeks. Almost every type of building fire was created; and the Fire Firefighters participating in
the training program were instructed on how to extinguish them. Several pictures taken during the training
exercises are included in this report.
FIRE PREVENTION
During the year, the Fire Prevention Bureau continued their efforts in making Salem a safer place to live.
At the 1978 Town Meeting two amendments to the Fire Prevention Code were adopted. The first amendment
required a permit to be obtained before a wood burning stove could be installed. The second amendment re-
quired that smoke detectors be installed in all newly constructed houses. Both amendments were considered





Report of Code Administrator
The Code Administration Department consists of the Code Administrator, Building inspector, Health Offi-
cer/Local Water Pollution Agent, Electrical Inspector, Plumbing Inspector, Animal Control Officer and Ad-
ministrative Aide.
This department not only enforces the building codes and zoning ordinances but also assists the general
public in obtaining knowledge to meet their particular needs.
During 1979, office hours were established for the inspectors. The inspectors are in the office daily Mon-
day through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. These hours enable the inspectors
to have specific office hours and offers the public the availability of the inspectors for information and issuing
of permits. The Animal Control function has 24 hour answering service coverage.
In an effort to cope with the energy crisis, all inspectors were assigned sub-compact vehicles which enable
us to continue serving the people of Salem while conserving gasoline.
During 1979, we submitted $37,065.90 in fees as follows:
Animal Control Fees
Report of Building Inspector
In 1979, the Town of Salem responded to the needs of the citizens of Salem. Major additions are presently
under construction at the Municipal Office Building, Town Garage and Woodbury School.
A major concern for the Town of Salem was the rlosine of the sanitarv lanHfill hv the State of New Hamo-
shire. This resulted in a Special Town Meeting in November whereby the voters of Salem raised the necessary
funds for a transfer station building. The building permit was issued in November 1979 and the transfer station
will be located at the Shannon Road landfill site.
One other main issue was taken in hand when a building permit was issued for replacement of the How-
ard Street water tank. The new tank has a capacity of 1.5 million gallons which will better serve our commu-
nity.
I am looking forward to serving the Town of Salem as Building Inspector during 1980 and to confronting
the challenges of the building phases especially the implementation of the State of New Hampshire Energy
Code.
During 1979, 958 building permits were issued as follows:
Permits Estimated Cost
8 Duplexes $ 315,000.00
102 Single Family Dwellings 4,a65,585.00
320 Residential Alterations/Additions 869,340.28
13 Commercial Buildings 2,385,000.00






16 Residential Razes 3,300.00
58 Miscellaneous Permits 305,495.00





Report of Health Officer
The Health Department is responsible for issuing permits for location of wells, inspections of food service
establishments, reporting communicable diseases and responding to complaints received on these matters.
Another function of this position is acting as the local agent for N.H.W.S.P.C.C. whereby I review all septic
system plans for the Town of Salem and issue permits required by Salem for septic systems. During 1980, the
State of N.H. will require all designers and installers of septic systems to be licensed by the state.
During 1979, the Town of Salem entered into agreement with the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District
whereby the Town of Salem requires that all septic tank pumpers deposit septage waste at the Greater Law-
rence Sanitary District in North Andover, Massachusetts. This arrangement was a result of the State of New
Hampshire's decision to close the Salem sanitary landfill, and it followed public discussion with septage haul-
ers.
Also, as a municipal official in the Code Administration Department, 1 assist the Code Administrator and
Building Inspector in their duties enforcing the building codes and zoning ordinances.
During 1979, the following permits were issued by me:
58 well permits
79 permits for new septic systems


















23 food service establishments
14 foster home day care homes
Robert Dineen
Health Officer/Local W.S.P.C.C. Agent
Report of Animal Control Officer
The State of New Hampshire and the Town of Salem require that all dogs be kept on the owner's property
or under the control of the owner. All dogs three months or older must be licensed on May 1 of each year. A
rabies certificate is required. License fees are $6.00 for a male; $3.50 for a neutered male; $6.50 for a female
and $3.50 for a spayed female.
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Loose dogs are a big problem in Salem. All dogs who are caught running loose are impounded at a kennel
facility leased by the town and a fine must be paid before the dog is returned to the owner.
During 1979, every effort was made to place in homes all dogs of good temperament who have been in the
holding facility for a period of more than seven days without being claimed.
Office hours for complaints or information are from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The telephone number is 893-
2335. There is an answering service to handle emergency calls received after office hours, on weekends and
holidays.





Canines returned to owners
Canines put to sleep










Report of Electrical Inspector
As the electrical construction industry moves into the 1980's, one of the biggest trends I see is a growing
commitment to conserve energy and reduce the dependency of fossil fuels, mainly imported oil.
Evidence that conserving energy is the goal of many is the New Hampshire Code for Energy Conservation
in new building construction passed by the General Court and signed into law by Governor Hugh Gallen to
become effective on August 24, 1979.
Thomas King, Salem Manager of Granite State Electric, informed me of his company's fifteen year plan for
reducing dependency on oil for generating electric energy from 73% to 10%. Mr. King pointed out that the
electrical growth in New England is 3.1% compared to 6.5% in the Salem area while the proposed New Eng-
land Electric System goal for the 1980's is for a 1.9% annual growth.
It is no surprise that the next decade will be a challenging one for every phase of industry. Due to sophisti-
cated electrical technology, the electrician will have to become more knowledgeable for the public welfare.
During 1979, 686 permits were issued and
Permits
65 dwellings
47 dwellings, total electric
5 duplex
1 duplex, total electric
35 commercial






16 replace defective wiring
6 replace wiring, fire damaged
25 water heaters
5 electric heat conversion
36 oil burners
10 signs




1/6 Port Poly — frozen sprinkler pipe, elec-
tric room
24 Green Acre Drive — defective service
neutral
167 Lawrence Road — lost service neutral
5/24 4 Dublin Way — water leak to wall switch
8/5 179 Lawrence Road — overloaded circuit
9/6 Bonanza Sirloin Pit — main fuse
9/6 Coles Trailer Park, Lot 19 — defective wall
outlet
12/19 Fundamental Baptist Church — broken
water line





Civil Defense Director's Report
During 1979, the Civil Defense Communication team has added a micro-processor unit to their radio re-
peater system at no cost to the Town.
This unit allows members with mobile and walkie talkie units to be in direct contact with the Police, Fire
and other Town agencies in times of emergencies by merely pushing three buttons on their units which com-
mand the radio repeater to direct the message through a telephone line to any of the Town agencies.
The Civil Defense Communication Team, has weekly "check-in" meetings on the air to discuss Civil De-
fense affairs and club topics. Our group was active this past summer during the flooding in Salem, evacuating




Mary Collupy, Brian Williams, Sgt. John Robertson and Sgt. Jack O'Dea (Resusci-Annie) and two youn§
Cordon Collupy by-standers
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Civil Defense Emergency Service Team
In 1979 the Emergency Service Team mem
town related activities. The surplus army truck
and other times of need much easier.










Dangers of heating systems
Equipment Donated:
Resusci-Annie — Salem Builders Association
Miscellaneous furniture — Member
Metal storage cabinet — Member
Va ton truck — Army Surplus
Ambulance — Fire Department
Radio Base Station — Fire Department
bers donated approximately 8,500 hours of volunteer time for
we received this year made servicing citizens during flooding,




First Aid for 4th of July
First Aid for Senior Citizens Health Fair
First Aid for Town Clean-up
Halloween patrol
Search for lost child
Painted headquarters 2nd floor No. Salem Fire Station
Installed office door at headquarters (door donated by member)
Miles traveled at town expense: 1,156
Miles traveled at personal expense: 1,500
Total miles traveled: 2,656
My sincere thanks to the men and women of this department for donating so much of their effort and









The Salem District Court is in desperate need of new facilities. We have reached the point where the issue
can no longer be ignored.
Our case volume has increased to 9,010 cases for 1979. That represents a 25% increase over 1978. We ex-
pect to go over 10,000 cases in 1980. In 1977 the United States Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration did a caseload projections and analysis for the court and they projected that we would
reach 9,239 cases by 1985. We are already six years ahead of their projections.
It should be clear to everyone in Salem that the District Court can no longer continue to properly serve
the people of this community in less than adequate quarters. We need another secretary as of this date, but we
cannot hire one because we do not have any room in the clerk's office for another desk or for more person-
nel. This can only result in an ever increasing backlog of cases that will require postponement of civil cases in-
definitely so that criminal cases can be heard. It will also result in some criminal cases being dismissed for lack
of speedy trial. It means a breakdown in the administration of justice and disservice to the taxpayers and so-
ciety as a whole.
The security for the court is non-existent. Attesting to that is the recent burglary in which access to the
court was easily gained resulting in the safe being ripped open with a pick.
Let me now take a moment to explain the critical status of the juvenile court. The Salem District Court is in
violation of State and Federal laws with respect to confidentiality of juvenile court cases. If any lawyer files a
complaint with the Supreme Court of New Hampshire, the Supreme Court will surely terminate juvenile hear-
ings in Salem. The Supreme Court will then order juvenile cases to be transferred to another court in another
town with adequate facilities and the Town of Salem will be billed for the total expense. If all Salem juvenile
cases were transferred to Nashua, for example, then all the parents, juveniles, probation officers, police offi-
cers, witnesses, and court records would have to be transported to and from Nashua. This could amount to a
substantial expense for the Town of Salem.
I also want to point out that the Salem District Court has never been an expense to the Town. Every year
the court pays more money into the Town than is paid out for salaries. In 1979, the Court paid $120,452.06 to
the Town of Salem.
While justice is not guaranteed by adequate facilities, a neglected and inadequate courthouse debases the
entire judicial system.
The physical and operational environments significantly effect the public's perception of the provisions of
justice and the efficiency of court operation. That justice is done in a space which is attractive and efficient
bolsters the citizens' opinion of the courts as important in the society. Further, the public, paying for the facil-
ity can expect it to be a place in which they may feel a civic pride.
If the public is to maintain confidence in the justice system and the court is to provide efficient and effec-
tive service, the facilities which house the court must be well designed and maintained. Building too small a
facility can result in overcrowding, operational deficiencies, limited expansion potential and premature obso-
lescence of the building, thus resulting in a total loss of the taxpayers' money.
There is an article in the Town Warrant for a bond issue to construct a court facility. This represents a com-
mitment to the future and should so be regarded by the people.




JANUARY 1, 1979 - DECEMBER 31, 1979
RECEIPTS

















Fish and Game Department














Cash on hand Decemberr 31, 1979
Due Town of Salem, excess funds
Due State of N.H., penalty assessments


























Budget Committee: (from left to right) Roland Smith,
Richard Tibbetts, Philip Cronin, Michael Carney,








-CEMETERIES AND PUBLIC PROPERTIES
-UTILITIES DIVISION
-FLEET MAINTENANCE
Report of the Public Works Department
The Public Works Department was formally established on April 1, 1979. The concept is that through the
consolidation of several smaller departments, the Town would improve the efficiency and the level of public
services. The new Public Works Department includes: Engineering Department, Highway Department, Ceme-
tery and Public Properties Department, Water Department, Wastewater Treatment Facilities and the Solid
Waste/Landfill Facilities.
There have been many changes in the personnel with the creation of a Public Works Department. Mr.
Harold McLean is now the Supervisor of Cemeteries and Public Properties; Mr. Robert Eyssi is the Supervisor
of Fleet Maintenance and Mr. Robert Partridge has recently been promoted to General Foreman of the High-
way Division. In addition to supervisory changes, the first Public Works Union Contract was signed and the
Town enjoyed good relationship with the American Federation of State, County, Municipal Employees Local
1801 through the year.
A discussion of personnel would be incomplete if it did not mention the departure of Dick Smith, Town
Engineer and Jim Falls, Utilities Supervisor, whose contributions have well served the Town during the past
years.
The primary emphasis of the Public Works Department is the maintenance of all Town Properties includ-
ing roads and public utilities and response to citizens' complaints regarding them. Since May of this year, the
department has logged 413 calls from the citizens in Town requesting such services as repair of potholes, street
sweeping, repair to the drainage system, removal of dead trees along the side of the road and problems with
the water service or sewage services. More than 70° b of the calls require a commitment of man power ranging
from a half hour to several days work for a crew.
Major projects during 1979 included a new 12" water main on Kelly Road, the resurfacing of Geremonty
Drive and Veterans Memorial Parkway, a new 16" water main on So. Policy Street and the reconstruction of
So. Policy Street. In addition, a major drainage project for the Noyes Terrace was engineered and is ready for
construction. Route 28 was temporarily repaired with a new infra-red heat process in anticipation of a major
reconstruction from the Massachusetts State Line to north of the Main Street intersection in 1982 or 1983. The
engineering for the reconstruction was started this year by the New Hampshire Public Works and Highways
Department.
Anticipated for 1980 is the completion of the So. Policy Street project, reconstruction of No. Policy Street
from Canobie Lake Park to the Windham Town line, the construction of drainage facilities for the Noyes Ter-
race area and the construction of the first part of phase I sidewalk master plan in the Meisner and Kim Road
area.
HIGHWAYS DIVISION
With new direction established by the Public Works Department, the Highway Division has re-directed its
emphasis from construction and response maintenance to planned maintenance. During the next few years
the principal efforts will be directed to the maintenance of drainage systems and roadsides. Major projects
completed by the Highway Division in 1979 included the construction of an expanded parking lot for the Mu-
nicipal Office Building and a drainage project on Douglas Drive and Sherwood Circle to relieve some of the
flooding problems in that area.
SOLID WASTE DIVISION
This was the last year to operate the Shannon Road facility as a Landfill. Thanks to the unselfish efforts of
the Solid Waste Study Committee and the strong support of the Town Manager and the Board of Selectmen,
and the vote of the people, the Town entered into a long term contract with Refuse Fuels, Inc. to construct a
Solid Waste Transfer Station at the Shannon Road site. Functionally, there will be no change to the average cit-
izen in Salem regarding the disposal of solid waste. The difference will be rather than burying the waste at our
Landfill it will be deposited into large trailers. The ultimate disposal of the waste will then become the respon-
sibility of the contractor.
During the past year, the Landfill bulldozer was overhauled and is now set up to work on the close-out of
the old Landfill and to work the stump dump which will continue as a Town operated facility for contractors'
waste, brush, leaves, etc.
Next year, in addition to the close-out activities, the Town anticipates setting up a voluntary recycling pro-
gram in the vicinity of the stump dump. We hope to provide for the recycling of paper, metal, wood, glass and
tires. Any materials recycled will help in holding down the cost of the operation of the Transfer Station. The
Town pays the operation of the Transfer Station on a per ton basis.
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CEMETERIES AND PROPERTIES DIVISION
During 1979 the Cemetery Department accommodated 106 burials which is a decrease of 15 from 1978.
in addition to routine Cemetery and Public Property maintenance functions, the Cemetery and Property
Division took responsibility for improvement projects to the Historic District and Common area; the stone
wall around the cemetery at the Common was re-built, the entire Commons area was landscaped. Also, the
schooihouse donated by Mr. and Mrs. William Brown was moved to the Historic District.
A survey defining the boundaries of Pinegrove Cemetery was completed. This is the first phase of a
planned expansion and developments program.
UTILITIES DIVISION
Water — At long last the construction of a new water tank on Howard Street was begun. The new 1.5 mil-
lion gallon storage tank which is scheduled to be in service by June of 1980 will improve pressure in parts of
the distribution system and will help protect the quality of water. Also, we completed the construction of new
water mains on Kelly Road and So. Policy Street.
During 1980, the Water Division will be working towards a more complete inventory of the distribution fa-
cilities and will emphasize a preventive maintenance program, thus, providing better service with less inter-
ruption to the customers.
Wastewater — Again in 1979 the primary concern was the capacity of our Wastewater Treatment Plant. In
trying to relieve this problem, the Town of Salem has contracted with Wright, Pierce, Barnes & Wyman, Con-
sulting Engineers from Portsmouth, New Hampshire to prepare a facilities plan to evaluate the feasibility of
tying into the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District. Also, Salem has had a number of meetings with the State of
New Hampshire, the State of Massachusetts, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Greater Lawrence San-
itary District, the City of Lawrence and the Town of Methuen concerning the feasibility of such a tie-in.
The Wastewater Division completed television and inspection of the sewer lines and a sealing program to
reduce the infiltration and in-flow to the collection system.
This year at the Wastewater Treatment Plant the primary digesters were cleaned and the alarm system was
activated and tied into the Police Department so that the Town would have early warning of any problems at
the Plant or the Pumping Stations.
Major projects planned for 1980 include a new roof on the digester building including insulation on the
primary digester and the extension of a comminuter drive shaft to prevent costly flooding of the drive motor.
FLEET MAINTENANCE DIVISION
In the reorganization of the Public Works Department a Fleet Maintenance Division was established. This
division is responsible for maintenance of the Town Office vehicles, all Police Department vehicles and all
Public Works equipment. With an improved program set up by the Fleet Maintenance Division we were able
to hold off on the purchase of two pickup trucks and a backhoe that were planned for 1979 and no equipment
is scheduled for replacement in 1980.
During 1979, we purchased a 1976 Elgin Pelican Street Sweeper which has proved to be an excellent addi-
tion to our equipment fleet. During the coming year, we anticipate the purchase of a large loader mounted
snow blower or comparable piece of equipment to facilitate snow removal.
The Public Works Department thanks the Public Works Advisory Committee and all other contractors in
Salem who were always willing to take time and effort to assist in the Department reorganization and through-
out the year.
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With the appointment of Town Manager Donald R. Jutton, the Department of Human Services has been
reactivated and established as an integral component of Town Government. Lying in a state of dormancy for
some eighteen months, the department was organizationally fragmented in January to the extent that effec-
tive leadership and direction was next to impossible to provide. Now with the organizational framework well
in place, the structural components of Welfare, Youth Services, Probation, Recreation, and Senior Citizens
programs reflect clean lines of authority, role definition, responsibility clarification, and open channels of
communication. In keeping with departmental objectives, it is anticipated that this effort will more positively
impact the rendering of human services in this community.
1979 has served to strengthen my conviction that a team-oriented systems approach is the most effective
means of promoting and sustaining long term high calibre service delivery.
The obvious limitations of time, money, and personnel, often present monumental challenges (as well as
monumental frustrations), and create the need to develop new strategies and endlessly explore new alterna-
tives; in attempting to resolve problems embracing the human condition. In return we receive a better under-




Report of the Youth Services Bureau
In may, 1977, the Youth Services Bureau became operational under a grant from the Governor's Commis-
sion on Crime and Delinquency. The Bureau is specifically mandated to develop and administer programs
which will effectively curtail the escalating rate of juveniles coming through Salem District Court.
The major thrust of these programs, specifically, the Diversion Program, is aimed at the prevention of ju-
venile criminal activity and the resolution of the problems of Salem youth. Philosophically, we are in accord
with the ancient maxim, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." When applied to juvenile delin-
quency, however, the maxim is sorely in need of revision, for in this field of endeavor, an ounce of prevention
is worth a thousand pounds of cure.
From a very practical standpoint, we believe that prevention is best accomplished by zeroing in on "symp-
toms" of delinquent behavior, (e.g., truancy, abusive language, disrespect for rights of others), as well as vari-
ous forms of disruptive behavior either in school, at home, or out in the community. In order to facilitate this
divisionary effort, it has become necessary to tie in and coordinate the services of the various provider agen-
cies within the Town, (Police, Probation, Schools, Mental Health, Town and State Welfare, etc.). In order that
the reader may better understand the concept of diversion, the following definitions are provided:
Primary Diversion: A voluntary effort to prevent possible future Court involvement and/or to divert juve-
niles from what could have been imminent Court action via various intervention strategies and techniques.
Secondary Diversion: A concerted effort to divert or prevent incarceration (Y.D.C. commitment) by
means of court ordered participation in the Intensive/Family Probation Program.
Those youths who are failed by the Primary Diversion effort are of necessity petitioned into Court, in
order that a more intensified Secondary Diversion effort be brought to bear on what are in many instances
multifaceted problems.
The resources for accomplishing the aforementioned tasks are right at hand in this community, and signif-
icant progress has been attained. Concerted efforts, however, must be maintained in order to insure that the
cooperative effort continues to function in harmony.
The Youth Services Bureau currently operates out of the District Court Building, 19 Main Street, Salem,
New Fiampshire.* When a problem presents itself and requires personal attention, please feel free to call Ros-
lyn Hagan, Director, at 898-9401.
Roslyn Flagan
Director
*lt is anticipated, however, that the bureau will move into the Municipal Office building within the next
few months.
Report of the Probation Office
The year 1979 marked the fourth funding change in the Salem Probation Department's seven-year history.
In May, 1972, the Department became operational by federal funding through the Crime Commission, and
serviced juvenile and adult offenders at the District Court level. After a three-year period, the Crime Commis-
sion was no longer able to fund the office. Although the Town approved monies, local funds were not needed
when the State became the official employer. The Probation Department was now responsible for Superior
Court matters as well as District Court cases.
This change, along with the escalating number of pre-delinquents and juvenile offenders in the Salem
area, led to the creation of the Youth Services Bureau and to the need for a local Probation Officer. In 1978,
justice Robert D. Marshall received approval from the Selectmen for a one year, CETA funded District Court
Probation Officer. In September, 1978, the position was occupied, and in August, 1979, the Town approved
funds to continue the position.
The District Court Probation Department, now under the auspices of Fluman Services, facilitates the hand-
ling of juvenile and adult offenders sentenced by the Salem District Court.
Probation, an alternative to incarceration, offers a convicted offender the opportunity to demonstrate that
he/she can become a law abiding, responsible citizen. As offenders frequently experience alcohol, drug, fam-
ily/personal problems, and educational deficiencies. Probation coordinates with other agencies such as Fam-
ily Counseling, Youth Services, schools, etc., to rehabilitate the probationer and to deter him/her from further
criminal activity.
General responsibilities of the Probation Officer include pre-sentence investigation on criminal cases, ex-
punction investigations, supervision of probationers, collection of fines and restitution, and other such duties
as the Judges may require.
Persons desiring more information may call Laura Scheibel, at 898-5097, at the Department of Probation,
Salem District Court Building, 19 Main Street, Salem, New Hampshire.
Laura Scheibel
District Court Probation Officer
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Recreation Department
Through the Recreation Department approximately 7,500 individuals have participated in activities and
programs learning new skills, improving old ones, gaining new interest, meeting new friends, relaxing and en-
joying themselves. This has been due to the creative, determined and sensitive efforts of Kathleen T. Osting,
past Recreation Director. Credit must also be given to Kathy for the Bikeway Demonstration Project and the
approval of plans and funding for Salem's first Community Park. Kathy has not only laid the ground work for a
sound and successful recreational program, but has also succeeded in developing a diverse and quality recrea-
tional service system. I personally would like to extend my best wishes to Kathy in her future endeavors.
As the new Recreation Director I have been familiarizing myself with the community: the needs, existing
programs and projects, other community agencies and facilities and much more. I look forward to meeting
the challenges of the position and living in the Salem community, it is my desire to meet as many citizens as
possible, to have your input, so that 1 may plan and improve recreation services for you. My office is always
open to you and please know that your visit will be appreciated.
The department would also like to welcome on board the Program Supervisor, Kathy j. Bartlett. Kathy's
position began toward the end ot the year and she has already proven herself to be a valuable asset. Kathy has
been quite busy setting up programs, learning programs and meeting with program staff. Her responsibilities
are varied and often quite challenging. Kathy meets these challenges enthusiastically.
Again I would like to emphasize that in order for us to meet your needs and desires, to improve services
for you, we must have your input. Please make a point in the upcoming year to visit your Recreation Depart-
ment.















































































Our goals for 1979 were started at the Town Meeting with the acceptance by the voters of Article 24 which
meant that Hedgehog Community Park was finally going to become a reality.
Final HCRS approval on the grant for Hedgehog Community Park has been received. Designs and engi-
neering reports have been completed by Miss Osting. The contract award for construction will be supervised
by our new Recreation Director, Miss Gwen Kermode.
in July Hedgehog Community Park was opened on weekends for picnicking and boating. A supervisor was
in attendance, and more clearing and work was done by the Boy Scouts and CETA help. At the writing our
board is anticipating the bulk of the work to be completed at Hedgehog by early summer 1980, and will be in
full swing from then on.
Mr. Raymond Bower was reappointed to our Advisory Commission in April after spending a few months
as temporary selectman. It was a pleasure to have Mr. Bower back with us.
In August Miss Kathy Osting, our able and very dedicated Recreation Director, gave her resignation to be-
come effective in October to become a bride and move to Florida to reside with her husband. Applications for
a replacement were accepted, screened and interviews held, and the selection was narrowed to ten appli-
cants. A board was set up to interview these people, of which Mr. Raymond Bower and myself were in atten-
dance. The selection was finally narrowed to two people from whence Miss Gwen Kermode was appointed by
Town Manager Donald R. Jutton.
The annual fishing derby was held in April and was its usual success with more children than usual attend-
ing.
Linwood Neighborhood Park was completed (except the sign and paths) and was used daily by the neigh-
borhood children. Plans for other neighborhood parks were placed on hold for the time being as the Land Ac-
quisition Committee, of which our co-chairman Mr. Emil Birnstein is a member, seems to give us more of a
chance at developing recreation areas in town on a wider spectrum encompassing many different modes of
leisure recreation.
By mid fall the bikeway was almost entirely completed. The signs are up on most streets and the utility
companies are presently moving poles so that the project can be completed.
In November, under the direction of our Recreation Department secretary, Pat Dryer, our Annual Ski &
Skate Sale was held and was a very large success. A special thanks to Pat as she got saddled with the job during
the transition between Miss Osting's leaving and Miss Kermode's arriving.
On December 8, 1979, the Recreation Department held its Annual Children's Christmas Workshop with
over 1,000 participants. This event was so successful due to the efforts of Kathy Bartlett, the new Program Di-
rector, Recreation Department staff, and all the volunteers. Kathy began as Program Director at the end of Au-
gust and has proven herself to be quite valuable.
Our new goals have been discussed and are being set for 1980 and future years, and hopefully we will







The Town of Salem, people in the community and the various organizations have been generous and
helpful to the Seniors. The townspeople and organizations volunteer and donate their time, facilities, money,
vigor and skill to the Seniors. The availability of the Senior Center enables the Seniors to have a place to con-
gregate, enjoy the everyday activities, socialize and meet new friends. They share innovative ideas, make con-
structive criticisms, find out resources that are available locally and state-wide and generally help each other.
The Center plans several trips during the year which allow the Seniors to visit places they ordinarily would
not be able to, especially those who don't drive. The Health Fair and its numerous facets, the Visiting Nurses









































Valentine's Dance, sponsored by the V.F.W. Auxiliary, Salem
Wintertrip to Bermuda
St. Patrick's Dance, sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary, Salem
Fanuiel Hall and Old Ironsides, Boston, Mass.
Stations of the Cross (Good Friday), the Seniors Center being the 13th Station.
Easter Dinner, sponsored by the Knights of Columbus, Salem
Easter trip to the Big Apple, New York
Spring Fling (Musical, Talent and Fashion Show)
Trade Fair booth, sponsored by the Board of Trade, Salem
Summer trip to Killington, Vermont
Boat trip, sponsored by the Lions Club, and clambake, Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Christmas in July, Brentwood County Home
Luau, co-sponsored by the Exchange Club and Senior Center, Salem
Tour of Plymouth, Mass, its cranberry bog and dinner at the General Carver Inn
Old Man of the Mountains, Franconia
Fair, Deerfield
Fall Dance, sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary, Salem
Health Fair, co-sponsored by the Lions Club and the Council on the Aging (7th year)
Fall trip to Quebec, Canada
Halloween Dance, sponsored by the V.F.W. Auxiliary, Salem
Lobster clambake. Plantation Restaurant, Methuen, Mass.
Thanksgiving Dinner, sponsored by the Derry-Salem Elks
Joe Binette's Chalet Dinner-Theatre Party, Middleton, Mass.
J.F.K. Memorial Library, Dorchester, Mass. Luncheon at Anthony's Pier 4, Boston, Mass.
Peabody Shopping Mall, Peabody, Mass.
Christmas Party, Salem Inn














S. Salem Grocery Shopping
Bid Whist
Beano — Physical Fitness






















Many of this year's activities have been carried over from last year because of their flexibility, their diver-
sity, their practicality and their appeal:
One of the more strenuous yet thoroughly enjoyed events is Square Dancing. Under the direction of Alan
Waters two sets of "Golden Swingers" exhibited their calls at the following places: Methuen Mall on January
12; Lawrence Home for the Aged on March 1; N.E. Square Dancers Convention on April 20; Trade Fair on May
20; Lawrence "Street Day" on July 31.
The Choral Group conducted by Norman Marshall, and accompanied by Annamarie Nicosia sang at the
following establishments: 1. Hoodcroft Nursing Home, Derry, on February 14; 2. Home for the Aged, Law-
rence, Mass. on February 21, March 28, November 14, December 6; 3. Sisters of Mercy, Windham, N.H. on
February 24, 28; 4. Mary Immaculate Nursing Home, Lawrence, Mass. on February 28, March 15; 5. Woodland
Nursing Home, Methuen, Mass. on March 14; 6. Nevins Nursing Home, Methuen, Mass. on March 21, Sep-
tember 19; 7. Littleton Nursing Home, Littleton, Mass., on March 26; 8. Salem Association for Retarded Chil-
dren, Salem, on April 16, May 3, December 10; 9. German Old Folks' Home, Lawrence, Mass., on April 18,
November 14; 10. St. Joseph's Sodality, Salem on May 23, November 5; 11. Senior Center, Seabrook, N.H. on
June 6; 12. St. Joseph's Fair, Salem, N.H. on September 14; 13. Aniaw Nursing Home, Lawrence, Mass., on Oc-
tober 10; 14. Senior Center, Hudson, N.H., on October 17; 15. County Home, Brentwood, N.H. on November
7; 16. Birchwood Nursing Home, Derry, N.H., on November 17; 17. Senior Center, Salem, on November 20;
18. Christmas Day Parade (SARC FLOAT), Salem, on December 2; 19. Christmas Day Parade (Woodbury Jr.
High FLOAT), Salem, on December 2; 20. Mary Queen of Peace Sodality, Salem, on December 10.
The Sheraton Rolling Green in Andover, Mass. provides a nearby location where enthusiasts can play Golf.
A nominal fee is charged for the use of the greens.
Bowling participants meet at Academy Lanes, Bradford, Mass. once a week during the year. They attended
picnics at Kingston State Park in July and August.
Once a week the Painting class is instructed by George Phinney. The Seniors' creativity was displayed at
the Trade Fair in May and the Spring Fling in April. On August 9 an excursion to Rockport, Mass. was held.
Pauline Noviello guides the Seniors in beginners and advanced Ballroom Dancing. They graced the Spring
Fling with their talents.
A more uniform, efficient method by processing identification cards was made available by an anonymous
donation of a specialized camera which is housed at the Center. In addition to providing a means ol identifica-
tion and vital statistics, these cards allow the elderly to receive discounts at participating places of business.
A Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation Program was held at the Center for approximately eight Seniors. The
five-week, two-hour course was taught by David Ingalls, certified Red Cross instructor, assisted by James Papia
who is certified in CPR and training to become an instructor. The family of Bobbie Locke donated "Resuscita-
tion Annie" to Dave for his use in CPR Classes.
On May 1 Crewel lessons were taught for a four week period by volunteer Mrs. White.
A Physical Fitness program was initiated in March under the auspices of Senior Gertrude Dyette. Classes
were every Friday from 9:30 - 10:30 a.m. The Seniors exercised for the Spring Fling.
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Arts and Crafts, the Number 1 activity in popularity, is instructed by Senior Mildred Mercer. This year a
patchwork quilt was sewed and raffled at the Trade Fair. Some of the other handiwork was shown at the Spring
Fling. Many seniors knit and crochet items for distribution to the residents of the Laconia State School and the
Brentwood County Nursing Home.
An inter-communication network of referral and information services between the Seniors and the Fed-
eral, State, County and local levels is available through the Rockingham County Community Action Program
(R.C.C.A.P.). Some of the many relevant topics ae Social Secuity, Gardening, Chore Service, Emergency Energy
Program (E.E.P.), etc.
The Taxi-Voucher System is an integral part of the services co-sponsored by the Town and the Seniors
themselves. Ever on the upswing this provides for reduced fares for visits to and from doctors, dentists, clinics
and hospitals.
Seniors failing the Health Fair hearing test were given a second testing at the Center on December 14. The
Fair also provides testing for glaucoma, diabetes and oral cancer; free flu shots are administered and blood
pressure readings taken; a podiatrist is on hand also. Information and referral aid are furnished too.
The Visiting Nurses Association lends the professionalism of Dorothy Halligan and OIlie Brobst to take the
Seniors' blood pressure program once a month. These women also assist at the Health Fair.
A Nutrition program is held at the Senior Center Monday thru Friday under the management of Edith
Sheen, Albina Cahill and Howard Kautz. The Meals on Wheels program is run by Judith Silva and gives a hot
noon meal to homebound Seniors every week day.
The Vial of Life Program began this year on February 12. Two vials are given to each senior; one to be kept
in their car, the other to be taped to the inside of their refrigerator. Statistics such as name, address, telephone
no., age, religion, the type of medical insurance and insurance no., hospital preference, doctor's name, name
and address of an individual to be reached in case of emergency, specific medical problems, medication and
daily dosage are all included in the information placed inside the vials. We express our appreciation to the Ex-
change Club who paid for the materials for the project and the women of the organization who registered the
elderly. A special thanks to Douglas and Ann Seed who were their innovators. Also, thanks to Lt. Walter Put-
num. Fire Department; Sgt. Michael Duggan, Police Department and Margaret Gruney, Community Council
for the Elderly.
During July, in conjunction with the Derry Visiting Nurses Association, the Homemaker Care Service was
incorporated. The people in this program help to cook meals, do light housework, and run errands for inca-
pacitated seniors.
Some of the goals we hope to accomplish for the coming year for the Salem Seniors are to have more con-
tact with the ones that are homebound; to keep a pleasant atmosphere for them to congregate; to help them
take care of their physical and emergency medical cares; and to assist the organizations with the needs of the
elderly. We are glad also, that more Seniors are availing themselves of the various activities. The Seniors and
myself would like to thank everyone who so graciously gave of their time to make the year 1979 so rewarding.
Thanksgiving dinner put on for the elderly by the Elks
Thanksgiving Day
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Georgia Beaton and Janet McPhearson —Senior Christ-
mas Party
Committee meeting for the Health Fair
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The year 1979 was another busy successful year for the Council on Aging. The pace of our activities for the
year was set at March Town Meeting when the townspeople so generously committed $50,000 to a new Senior
Center. A great deal of time and effort was spent in presenting a grant application to the State Council on
Aging to procure matching funds for this new center. To date, part of that funding has been approved; and,
with a supplemental application soon to be submitted, we feel it will not be long before a new center materia-
lizes.
Other accomplishments for the year included the following:
The Meals on Wheels program is operating successfully and at this time daily serving over thirty senior citi-
zens and handicapped people in their homes. Our congregate meals program has been increased to serve
seventy-five seniors a day and after we are in our new center, we will be able to offer this program to all se-
niors that need a well balanced hot meal every day.
Over 500 people have been signed up for the "Vial for Life" program allowing emergency personnel to
promptly locate medication to be administered to an unconscious person.
There are currently fifty seniors enrolled in the R.S.V.P., Retired Senior Volunteer program, which allows
them to receive mileage and insurance to help offset the cost of their travel when they are helping in local ac-
tivities.
Rockingham County West has made available a Homemaker Service Program to seniors and handicapped
in our area. The Department of Welfare does not handle this service any longer, but will allow the Home-
maker program to operate on a sliding scale making it more available to those requiring it.
Many of our Senior Council have been actively involved in raising funds for Salemhaven. Now that it is a
reality, we all extend our congratulations to those who worked so diligently in making the dream come true.
The coming year will see the Council's dedication to securing the funds necessary for the new seniior cen-








Registering for the Vial of Life — Seniors — Mrs. Ann Seed
from the Exchange Club
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Report of the Town Welfare Department
The purpose and duty of the Salem Town Welfare Department is to understand and address the problems
of Salem residents, financial or otherwise, and direct them along avenues in which resolutions can be found.
This year, the Department assisted residents with more non-welfare related issues than ever previously noted.
Through the continued cooperation of the various Human Service agencies in the Town, County and State,
Salem people experienced a more efficient delivery of services. A special thanks must be extended to the
Community Action Program for their handling of several federally funded programs whereby the Town saved
thousands of dollars in relief to the needy.
The following list is the 1979 year end breakdown of the direct welfare assistance program mandated by









Local Share OAA&APTD 23,091.04*
Foster Care/Youth Placement 14,080.34
* The State Division of Welfare has not supplied the
10/79, 11/79, 12/79 billings, therefore, the amount
does not represent an accurate year-end figure.
In addition to the Direct Welfare Assistance Program, this Department assisted various clubs and organiza-
tions with Thanksgiving and Christmas programs, summer camp placements, addressed key welfare legisla-
tion, and care for the special needs of battered women, an area of growing concern. The Department also
coordinated the inspections for Foster Homes, Family and Group Day Care Centers, joined the Youth Services
Bureau staff, and worked on general human services related matters.




Rockingham West Homemaker Service
Homemaking Services are now available to Salem residents through the Derry Visiting Nurse Association's
Homemaker Service. Thanks to support received from the Salem Town Meeting in 1979 as well as from Rock-
ingham County, it has been possible to extend Homemaking Services into the Town of Salem. Any health
needs identified by our homemaking staff are referred to the Salem District Nursing Association so that every
effort is made to coordinate home care between agencies for the most benefit to the individual or family.
Homemaking Service, as provided through a professional, voluntary agency supported by public funds
such as ours, cannot be for convenience only. It must meet a need related to problems of chronic or tempo-
rary illness, problems of aging, handicapping conditions or family stress. Trained homemakers, working ac-
cording to supervised service plans, can provide assistance with light housekeeping tasks, errands, laundry,
and meal preparation on a visiting basis. As a general rule, they are scheduled to visit several individuals daily
for one or two hours each, rather than stay for long periods in one home.
The service is funded by Title XX of the Social Security Act for those individuals whose income falls within
the Title XX guidelines.
Requests for this service may be made directly, or on behalf of a family member or friend, to the supervi-
sor of the program, Suzanne Sandblom, 432-7776 or 434-5806.
Although the official starting date for initiating service to Salem residents was July 1, 1979, we were able to
respond to the vote of support and to requests prior to that date providing 124 hours of service before July 1.




Derry Visiting Nurse Association
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Mental Health Center for
Southern New Hampshire
Fiscal Year 1979-1980 saw rapid growth and expansion of facilities and services offered by the Mental
Health Center for Southern New Hampshire. As a result of a grant from the National Institute of Mental
Health, beginning in May 1978, the Center was able to increase its staff to 65, add two new facilities to its three
existing clinics, and greatly expand its clinical, educational and consultation services. In February 1979, the ad-
ministrative offices relocated at the Derry Professional Park, Route 28, Derry. In October, the renovated Wind-
ham Inn on Route 28 at the Windham-Derry line, opened to house both the Sustaining Care and the Partial
Hospitalization Programs. These offices may be contacted by calling 434-1577.
It is the objective of the Mental Health Center for Southern New Hampshire to remain responsive to the
mental health needs within our 11-town catchment area. Toward that end, two public hearings to review the
program and service plan were held during the course of the Fiscal Year. The Center also engaged in a plan-
ning process with the New Hampshire Division of Mental Health and New Hampshire Hospital to develop a
long-range plan for the care and treatment of the chronically and severely mentally ill. Planning for better
monitoring of our services and programs began during the Fiscal Year with the decision to implement a com-
puterized Management Information System capable of providing statistical and financial data for the purpose
of reporting to outside agencies as well as in making management decisions within the organization. The
Mental Health Center aims at providing services which are of high quality and administratively/financially effi-
cient. A quality review system will be planned and implemented during Fiscal Year 1980 with groundwork hav-
ing been laid during Fiscal Year 1979.
During Fiscal Year 1979 the Salem Clinic, serving the communities of Salem, Pelham and Windham under-
went a reorganization of staff due to the promotion of three staff members and the educational leave of ab-
sence of a fourth staff person. The clinic hours were expanded to include Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evenings until 9:00 p.m. in addition to the regular five days,, Monday thru Friday, 9-5.
The Salem Branch Office provides mental health screening and diagnosis for all individuals seeking ser-
vices from the three-town service area and makes treatment disposition based on client needs. Besides utiliz-
ing the other services and programs of the organization, the Salem Branch Office provides direct clinical
services to a wide range of adults and children through the use of individual, couples, family, and group thera-
pies. Ongoing consultations were maintained with agencies such as the Court, Police, Probation Department,
Youth Services, Salem Group Home, New Hampshire Division of Welfare, Salem Welfare, and the Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation. Consultation with the Salem School District included work with the elementary
school, junior high school, and for the first time with the Salem High School. A new contract was established
with the Windham/Pelham schools, nearly doubling the school consultation program. The development of a
Youth/Drug Outreach Program was also implemented.
A marked increase in applications for services occurred in the past year with 373 new cases processed as
compared to 241 in Fiscal Year 1978.
During the period from January thru November, 1979, the following services were delivered to Salem resi-
dents:
Clients Served 1,448
Direct Service Hours 2,815
Partial Hospital and Sustaining Care 2,583
Inpatient Days 278
Emergency Contacts 234






























Arline Myette, Home Health Aide
The Salem District Nursing Association continues to serve the residents of Salem with two full time R.N.'s,
one part-time Secretary/Bookkeeper, and two part-time registered physical therapists. A Home Health Aide
service is provided under contract with both the Lawrence Home Health Agency and Kelly Health Care Ser-
vices. In addition, a staff Home Health Aide was hired to serve the needs of the town's people directly through
the District Nursing Association.
Referrals of patients needing skilled nursing care must be signed by a physician, however, many people
are visited and evaluated for services by the nurses on a health promotion basis and referrrals made to other
agencies or services if needed. Most referrals are made to the agency directly from area hospitals' social ser-
vice departments, but many also from Boston hospitals.
Most mothers with newborn infants can expect at least one visit to ascertain that both mother and child
are doing well after being discharged from the hospital.
Flu immunization shots were again administered by the nurses at the annual health fair held in September.
A blood pressure clinic is held the last Monday of the month at the Senior Citizens Center. Anyone is wel-
come, regardless of age.
The 1979 Program evaluation showed the following:
A record number of 2,539 nursing visits were made in 1979 to 207 patients. The agency staff cared for 51
long term patients (over 3 months). Those patients 65 years of age and over numbered 113 and received an av-
erage of 20 visits each. 562 physical therapy visits were made as well as 525 home health aide visits. A break-
down of visits according to diagnosis follows:
42
Postpartum 243
Premature — high risk infants 39























The agency offers the townspeople skilled nursing care and physical therapy with the permission of a phy-
sician. The duty hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. The office is located in the lower
level of the Municipal Building where the Nurses can be reached at 898-4737 between 8:00 - 9:00 a.m. and 1 :00
-2:00 p.m.
Dorothy Halligan, R.N.
Mary O. Brobst, R.N.
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4C's Day Care Center
Mary E. Bazin — Director
Barbara A. Colby — Secretary
Ruth T. Cummings — Bookkeeper
Provider Staff Board of Directors
Linda Collupy Gail E. Craib (Chairperson)
Doris Danahy Laurel Chute
Colleen Doucette Nita Chute
Jo-Ann LaPlante JudyDevine
Jenny Lord Colleen Doucette (Rep. for Staff)
Joyce McKinnon Delia Highfield
Sheila Parviz Ruth Holozubiec
Patricia Perry Mary Mann
Elaine Smith Patricia A. McCarthy
Lisa Ward Doris Danahy (Alternate)
The 4 C's Day Care is a non profit organization for the express purpose of providing warm, loving, and in-
dividual care for children of low-income working families of the Salem area as well as Greater Lawrence for
which we have been servicing for the past 5 years.
The acceptance policy does not discriminate in any way on the basis of race, sex, religion or national ori-
gin; ages ranging from 6 weeks to six years. There are 2 other Day Care Centers in Salem. These centers usually
provide care on a private basis, with no facility for subsidizing payments for low-income families.
At tne present time since family Child Care is the only service available to the lower income families, we
have a waiting list of 25 children.
The 4 C's — Community Child Care Co-operative, Inc. has been providing day care to the families of
Salem, Derry, Atkinson, Hampstead, Pelham, and Auburn in New Hampshire for the past five years. The erouo
center operated at licensed capacity for most of its period of operation. In 1976, in order to help encourage
responsible and reliable care for pre-three-year-old children, and for after-school children, and to enable
placement for Title XX eligible clients, we began to explore the field of Family Day Care for all clients, regard-
less of age.
The Salem District Office of the Division of Welfare is encouraging Family Day Care licensing, but does
not, to our knowledge, plan training to meet FIDC requirements for providers. Also, conversations with the
current licensing worker at the Salem District Office indicate that day care licensing and recruiting cannot be a
priority, due to the press of her other duties.
At the present time the Community Child Care Co-operative Inc., is operating a Family Child Care net-
work which covers the Greater Salem area. There are 10 homes with 70 children from mostly lower income
families. Because of state and local funding we are able to provide quality care for these children.
Parents are able to go to work or attend school to increase their family income because this low cost qual-
ity day care is available to them.
Each home in the network is licensed or approved by the licensing worker at the district office of the Divi-
sion of Welfare. The family child care provider cares for children ages between 6 weeks to 6 years and before
and after school care. The number of children is kept at a minimum in order to provide quality care.
The 4 C's Family Day Care System will provide each of the homes with training programs which cover the
areas of child growth and development, child nutrition, arts and crafts, activities for small and large muscle
control, first aid, handicaps, parenting skills and other area related to child care.
With this training the providers are able to set up their homes in an atmosphere that is comfortable and
educational for the children. We try to maintain a home like setting for these children while their parents are
working. Other services that are offered to the provider so that they may provide quality care are USDA Food
program, substitute and emergency care, equipment, home visits, educational support services, and a sup-
portive group of people in which ideas and help can be shared. Through these services a constant communi-
cation is kept with the provider and the main office.
The administrative work i.e., enrollment forms, establishing hour and collection of tuition is handled in
the main office leaving the provider more time to plan and carry out activities for the day.
The Home Visitor works closely with each provider to establish a schedule and activities that coincide with
the age group in each home. The providers include the following in each days activities: education, free play,
outside play, health, hygiene, nutrition, and rest.
Along with the every day services offered to the child, these services are offered to the family. Health Ser-
vices — vision and hearing, well child checkups. Immunization clinic and referrals. Social Services referral to
different agency for help and information.
Our goal is to provide good consistent care for the children while their parents work so that the parents
can have the opportunity to better themselves and their families.
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Report of the Library Director
1979 has seen the first full year of regular community service in the newly expanded Kelley Library. De-
spite some unfortunate episodes of vandalism, the library operation has been able to return more or less to
normal, and the new building has more than accomplished its purpose of making it possible for our staff to
serve you more efficiently, and of providing more space for you to use your library more comfortably and ef-
fectively.
Our newly expanded building has also made it possible for us to better meet the many diverse needs of
the community of Salem: educational, informational, cultural and recreational.
No library can truly succeed in accomplishing these community goals without the full support of a dedi-
cated, capable and hard-working staff. This year, therefore, my report to you concerns the Kelley Library's
most valuable and important asset: its staff.
First, Shirley Barron, associate director of the library, is just about to rejoin us from maternity leave, having
given birth October 5th to Carrie Elizabeth, weighing in at 8 lbs. 3 oz. and 21 inches.
During Shirley's absence, Eleanor Strang, head of reference and information services, has been acting as
assistant director, performing most admirable in this demanding position. We are indeed fortunate to have
her.
Also familiar to most of you will be Debbie Berlin and Kathy Mensinger, who between them, as cataloger
and administrative assistant, keep things going behind the scenes.
Moving to the circulation department (adult services), many changes have occurred during the year. Jean
Williams, who joined us in February, and whom many of you have met both in the circulation and reference
department, is now back to circulation as head of the department, replacing Bette Bissonnette, who left us in
November to become head of circulation at the Braintree, Mass. Public Library. We will all miss Bette and wish
her the best in her new job.
Donna Seavey and her husband moved from Salem last winter and so left our employ, but are still living
and working elsewhere in New Hampshire.
Other new faces at the circulation desk this year include Gayle Stinson and Betty Dunn, who both joined
us in April.
jeannette Boss rejoined us in February, I'm happy to say, and together with Marianna Archambault and
Doreen Turner, constitute the rest of the "crew" at the main circulation desk.
In reference and information services, some major changes have also taken place during the year. Eleanor
Strang, head of the department, has pretty much worn two hats during much of the year as acting assistant di-
rector and head of reference.
Lynn Collins, our other reference librarian, left us during the summer to return to her first love, flying, ac-
cepting a position with Braniff Airlines. Our loss is Braniff's gain.
We have been fortunate enough, however, to fill Lynn's position with Joanne Adamowicz, who came to us
from the Springfield, Mass. Public Library as a temporary reference assistant in June, and whom we invited to
join us as permanent assistant reference librarian in October.
Leaving us very shortly will be Karia Wierenga, who has ably assisted us as temporary reference assistant
since November.
Turning to the children's department, I am sure almost all of you have met, at one time or another, Vir-
ginia Woodbury, head of the department, and Ruth Colliton, assistant children's librarian.
Other helpful people who work at the library are our custodial staff, headed by Larry Meuse. Larry has
been joined this year by Curt Knight, whom many of you see nights and Saturdays at the library.
1 would also like to take this opportunity to thank those people who joined us temporarily during the sum-
mer and who accomplished so much during the few months they were with us.
First, Linda Cammarata, who helped us at the circulation desk and in the children's department; and Lau-
rie Johnson, who also worked at both locations, and whom many of you will remember as a library page a few
years ago. Both students are from Salem and currently attend classes at the University of New Hampshire.
I would also like to mention our library pages, with familiar faces departing for college, and new faces
joining us from Salem High School. Of those departing, I would like to thank Heidi Louks and Cheryl Wester
for a job well done. Joining senior pages Lauren Boss and Carol Mirandette are new pages Virginia Bickford,
Michael Bowen and Karen McDermott.
Finally, I would like to thank those people who shoulder the burden of community service by serving as
trustees of the Kelley Library: Robert Kelly, Katherine Kelley and Anna Willis — without whose selfless and de-
voted service we could not begin to accomplish all that has been accomplished.
It would be inappropriate for me not to end my report to you by paying a personal tribute an an unsung
hero and all-around indispensable trustee, a friend for nine years and a trustee of the Kelley Library for
twelve: Robert E. Kelly, Jr. Bob has, regrettably for us, stepped down after many years of faithful and dedicated
service. Words would be inadequate to express all that Bob has done for us over the years, and all the benefits
we have had from his wise counsel, so I will simply say. Bob, you will be sorely missed by all of us who have
had the very great pleasure of working with you, and of learning from you.
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Report of the Library Trustees
In his accompanying report, Director Ed Reed has reflected the living part of our community library — its
people — those who bring it to life, and make it run. In this regard, the Trustees can only echo his sentiments
and add their thanks to his, to ail of these truly dedicated people.
Although it was nearly completed and actually in use by the end of 1978, 1979 was the first full year of op-
eration for our addition. As we look back, we are pleased with what happened. More importantly, as we look
forward we are hopeful, because the future seems bright. The library is in full swing again, with something
going on nearly all the time. There are story hours for the youngest of our patrons, reading contests and read-
ing programs, meetings, classes, two woodstove workshops this fall and both of them full houses, art shows
and displays, and the list goes on.
Nor have we ignored our major purpose. As we go into 1980, we also approach the 300,000 circulation
mark with our collection of materials. Not only books, but records and tapes, art prints and sculpture, games
and toys, films and equipment to loan. We continue to keep pace with the needs of our still-growing commu-
nity.
We do it in one way or another every year, but every year you earn it, so once again we give you, the citi-
zens of Salem, our gratitude for your continuing support of what we are doing.
As Trustee chairman, in this my twelfth and final year as a member of this board, I am going to take one
final liberty which in other circumstances I would avoid, it is to take up these few lines to say thank you to all
of the people who have made these years such a rewarding experience for me.
Robert E. Kelly, Chairman
Anna B. Willis, Trustee Treasurer
Katherine E. Kelley












Related library materials added
Reference and research questions answered
Book requests processed
inter-library loan requests processed
Story hours:
Attendance












































































































Directory of Community Services
Exhibition/Display Facilities

















"We bring people and ideas together through a variety of sources
and a full schedule of services and programs."
Kelley Library Treasurer's Report












1979 saw changes in personnel on the Planning Board when Mr. John Sununu stepped down as chairman
and was replaced by Emil Corrente. Mr. Frank DeCesare came aboard as Planning Board Agent filling the va-
cancy caused by the departure of Mr. Richard Smith. The new position of Town Planner, whose function is to
provide technical assistance to the Planning Board and other Town departments, was filled by Mr. David Bou-
tin.
Subdivision and site plan submission proceeded at a brisk pace throughout the year. The Board has en-
countered its first serious proposal of "Cluster Zoning," or planned unit development, as presented in a citi-
zen article proposal for this year's Warrant.
While the coming year will probably show a marked decrease in developments, the Planning Board's main
function of overseeing subdivisions of land will probably proceed at the same pace as developers anticipate an




The SRRPDC has provided Salem with planning related services since the Town joined the commission in
1970. Those services may be generally categorized as local assistance, regional planning and coordination with
state and federal government.
Regional planning activities, such as the SRRPDC water quality planning work are prepared for the entire
region which includes Salem. Coordination activities are usually provided at a town's request, and for specific
purposes. As an example, Salem asked us to provide information on a number of potential funding programs
during 1979.
Those SRRPDC activities of most interest to Salemites, however, are usually the various kinds of local assis-
tance the agency provides. During 1979, requests for SRRPDC assistance were heavier than ever before. That
increase in requests for assistance is directly attributable to the Town Manager's increased use of the regional
planning agency. Representative kinds of local assistance during 1979 were:
1. The Trombly bus survey necessitated by potential loss of the Salem-Lawrence service.
2. A draft cluster zoning ordinance requested by the Town Manager and Planning Board.
3. Preparation of annual roadway improvement projects for the Board of Selectmen.
5. Preparation of a "Community and Economic Profile" for the Town.
6. Development of information relative to the feasibility of a modified North Salem Fire Station for the
Fire Chief and Town Manager.
7. Assistance to the Manager in his efforts to study the feasibility of piping Salem sewage to the Greater
Lawrence Treatment Plant in North Andover.
The SRRPDC welcomes this increased use of its staff on matters of strong local concern. We look forward




The year 1979 was a busy one for the Salem Housing Authority in terms of continuing the on-going pro-
gram at Millville Arms and in planning to meet the needs of the community in the 1980's.
At Millvillle Arms, improvements were made both to the site and to the buildings during the year. A large
emergency generator was installed at the Community Building to provide heat and shelter to the tenants in
the event of a prolonged loss of electricity in their home units.
Acting on the approval of the 1979 Town Meeting, the Commissioners filed an application with federal of-
ficials for an additional 75 units of housing for the elderly. Late in September, the go-ahead was received from
HUD and the Authority began the task of interviewing potential architects as well as reviewing potential sites
for the new project.
A Special Town Meeting in the fall granted the Board of Selectmen permission to sell land off Veteran's
Memorial Parkway to the Housing Authority. As the year ended, the firm of Beacon Architectural Associates,
Boston, Massachusetts, was hired to design the new complex. They immediately began the task of filing the
multitude of reports necessary as well as reviewing the proposed site by land and by air. The borings and other
tests of the land itself are well underway. It is hoped that the actual construction work will begin in the sum-
mer of 1980 with occupancy the following summer.
The Board of Commissioners would like to take this opportunity to thank former Commissioner Arnold
Leriche for his years of outstanding service to the Salem Housing Authority. One of the original appointees to
the Authority, he decided not to seek reappointment for an additional five years and was replaced in April
1979 by former Commissioner Raymond Bower. Arnold's efforts over the years are deeply appreciated by his
fellow Commissioners.






There were many improvements in the Historic District this year and many plans formed for more.
The new landscaping of the Common was one of the biggest visual additions to the quality of the District.
The commission expended $2,000 for new trees, shrubs, and grass. Future plans include better walkways, area
lighting and other projects to make the area more aesthetic. Presently, it represents the only public park area
in Salem which can be enjoyed by all at any time.
Another large contribution to the area was made possible by the enormous generosity of Mr. and Mrs.
William Brown. They not only donated their one room schoolhouse, but also the land on School Street where
it was relocated and many pieces of furniture and memorabilia for both the schoolhouse and Old Town Hall.
As the commission plans to create museum areas in both buildings next year, these generous donations will
tell a great deal about Salem's history. On behalf of Salem's Citizens, the Commission extends its thanks to the
Browns for their generosity.
And yet another of Salem's citizens provided a major improvement to the District. Scott Gaarder, a mem-
ber of Boy Scout Troop 409, earned his Eagle Badge by completing a major undertaking behind the Old Town
Hall. Through his own efforts, he received approval for his project, obtained the materials, and with a lot of
hard work, transformed the unsightly area into an attractive, useful spot. He put a fence around the air condi-
tioning unit, added a picnic table and bench, and a horseshoe pit for everyone to enjoy. His initiative and hard
work are greatly appreciated and admired by all of us.
We are in the process of obtaining signs marking the District and various sites in it and we have been for-
mulating many long range plans for preserving old documents, registering public buildings with the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, and many other needed projects.
Public hearings have been held in the past year for public input regarding applications presented to the
Commission for approval. It is the intention of the Commission to continue holding open meetings so that
anyone interested in the District may feel free to express opinions, offer ideas, or help us in the direction and






1979 was a good year for Salem from a conservation point of view. Final acquisition of the ninety plus acres
of woodland in North Salem was completed. With the Town's support and approval, it is hoped that this will
form the nucleus of a multi-purpose Town Forest/Natural area.
A good deal of time was spent by various members of the commission working as part of the Solid Waste
Study Committee in reaching what, we felt, was the best possible solution to the Town's solid waste disposal
needs. Generally speaking, the Conservation Commission remains committed to the concept of recycling and
look forward to the evaluation of technology which would maximize that concept.
Two important pieces of legislation dealing with wetlands and open space became law late this summer.
The first, dealing with wetlands, greatly strengthens the Town's land in preserving areas it considers as "prime
wetlands." We expect that we will be asking the Town Meeting in 1981 to make those designations. The sec-
ond law deals witfi the concept of state acquisition of development rights for prime agricultural lands. Special
attention will be given to the Connecticut River bottom lands.
The community is once again reminded that this commission meets monthly, the first thursday of each
month, at the South Salem Fire Station meeting room. Your service, or interest in, and support of, the commis-
sion is earnestly sought and sincerely appreciated.
George P. Jones, III, Chairman
Linda A. Lyons, Vice Chairman













—TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Audit Report
Accounts of the Town of Salem for 1978 were audited by the firm of Coopers and Lybrand using generally
accepted auditing practices. The results of this audit and the management letter which accompanies it are
available for review in the office of the Town Manager during the regular business day.
The 1979 financial records of the Town are to be audited by the firm of Killian, Plodzik, and Sanderson.





















CURRENT USE (OPEN SPACE)
Total Open Space Acreage
Total Full Value Assessment
Current Use Value Assessment
Total Current Use Assessment Reduction
REVALUATION








Federal Revenue Sharing Fund*
1979
Ccash on Hand January 1,1979 $ 868,991
Receipts:
From Federal Government 438,695
Interest Earnings 41,915
From General Fund 23,537
Capital Projects Fund*
1979








Property Tax Current Year $9,715,459
Property Tax Previous Years 666,091
Resident Tax Current Year 125,260
Resident Tax Previous Years 15,096
National Bank Stock Tax 10
Yield Tax 5,517
Interest of Taxes 89,153
Resident Tax Penalties 2,119
Tax Sale Property Redeemed 410,012
Business Profits Tax 849,006
Interest & Dividend Tax 185,247
Savings Bank Tax 36,801
Room and Meals Tax 247,727
Reimbursement — Water Pollution 49,366
Highway Subsidy 88,404
Additional Highway Subsidy 54,588






Comprehensive Sewer Study 54,631
Motor Vehicle Fees 660,116
Title Fees 7,064





Miscellaneous Inspection Fees 2,126
Sunday Licenses 11,055
Beano Licenses 1,850
W. S. P. C.C. Permits 2,345
Sewer Connection Fees 665









Misc. Police Dept. Charges
Animal Control Fees
Ambulance Service














Rent of Town Property
Sale of Town Property
Miscellaneous Income
Temporary Loans
Tax Collector — over











































National Bank Stock Tax
Yield Tax
Inventory Penalties
Interest — Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
State Taxes and Revenue
Meals and Rooms Tax
Business Profits Tax











































1579 l_Q7_8 1977 1976 1975
COMMITTED TO TAX COLLECTOR 197 9
Property Taxes $10,803,437.01
AdcJgc; Property 16,317.73 860.34
CuT'-ent Use Tax 5,470.00
Bank StocK Tax 10.24
Jeopardy Tax 907.39




,096,860.73 $17,963.30 $8,761 .65 $6,229.85
!n^G-est





1974 1973 1972 197 1 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966
t, 748. 51 $2,544.15 $1,430.52 $1,153.15 $689.06 $401.27 $6,899.24 $173.95 $68.31























Municipal Improvement Bonds 1964


















Highway Bonds $1,700,000 5.70 5/01/94
Total Bonds Payable $11,700,000
The report has not been audited and therefore is subject to audit adjustments.
Payments of principal and interest on these bonds are guaranteed by the State of New Hampshire.
535,000
Debt Group of Accounts
of Town Debt
ended December 31, 1979
>utstanding
Report of the Trustees of Trust Funds
Year Ending December 31, 1979
4,125.44
SCHOOL PRIZE FUND — ESTABLISHED 1944
INVESTMENTS ,^^^ „„ ... . .
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $550.00 $42.04
Additional Interest liz£
jOTAL $550.00 $43.52
Paid to Treasurer, Salem School District
$43.52
SIMPSON-MAXWELL FUND — ESTABLISHED 1964
Purpose — Assistance of Needy Children in Salem
INVESTMENTS ^ .„. .„
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $5,000.00 $383.68
Additional Interest IriZZ
JOTAL $5,000.00 $397.17
Paid to School Nurse of Salem
$397.17
JOHN BAILEY FUND — ESTABLISHED 1928
Purpose — Books for Public Library
INVESTMENTS ^ .^^^ ,.
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $2,103.64 $161.40
Additionallnterest 1^
JOTAL $2,103.65 $167.07
Paid to Treasurer, Trustees of Public Library
$167.07
SALEM COUNCIL OF FINE ARTS FUND — ESTABLISHED 1973
Purpose — Provide Books for Public Libary
INVESTMENTS ^ .„ ^.
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $428.50 $32.60
Additional Interest Iili
TOTAL $428.50 $33.75
Paid to Treasurer, Trustees of Public Library
$33.75
WILLIAM E. LANCASTER FUND — ESTABLISHED 1956
Purpose — Spelling Bee Prize
INVESTMENTS ^ „, .
.
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $2,000.00 153.44
Additional Interest ±zl
JOTAL $2,000.00 $158.83
Paid to Treasurer, Salem School District
$158.83
WILLIAM LANCASTER CEMETERY FUND — ESTABLISHED 1956
Purpose — Care of Lancaster Cemetery Lot
INVESTMENTS ^ ^^„- ^-
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $2,500.00 $191.68
Additional Interest rlZ
JOTAL $2,500.00 $198.42
Credited to Pelham Bank & Trust Co. #027 00213 $198.42
74
SIMPSON-MAXWELL DISTRICT NURSE FUND — ESTABLISHED 1965
Purpose — For use of Salem District Nurse
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $23,727.50 $1,823.00
Additional Interest 64.07
TOTAL $23,727.50 $1,887.07
Paid to Treasurer, Salem District Nurse Assoc. $1,887.07
SALEM HISTORICAL DISTRICT COMMISSION FUND — ESTABLISHED 1970
Purpose — Historical Improvements
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Savings #12434 $8,303.41 $453.88
Pelham Bank & Trust Co. Savings #027 00205 66.63
TOTAL $8,303.41 $520.51
Balance January 1,1979 $9,689.90
Received from Treasurer, Town of Salem 1,000.00
interest received in 1979 520.51
Paid to Windham Nurseries 2,907.00
Balance December 31, 1979 $8,303.41
CHARLES B. McLAUGHLIN TRUST — ESTABLISHED 1975
Purpose — Care of Cemetery Lot
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $1,000.00 $76.72
Additional Interest 2.70
TOTAL $1,000.00 $79.42
Paid to Treasurer, Town of Salem $79.42
MARIO BUCHERI FUND — ESTABLISHED 1974
Purpose — Care of Memorial Site
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3249 $250.00 $19.08
Additional Interest .67
TOTAL $250.00 $19.75
Paid to Treasurer, Town of Salem $19.75
SALEM 225th BICENTENNIAL ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND — ESTABLISHED 1977
Purpose — Annual Scholarship Administered to Salem Dollars for Scholars
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #3383 $8,300.00 $637.20
Additional Interest 22.39
TOTAL $8,300.00 $659.59
Paid to Treasurer, Salem Dollars for Scholars $659.59
75
CEMETERY FUND — ESTABLISHED 1916
INVESTMENTS
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #197
Salem Coop. Bank Certificate #1936
Indian Head Bank Note #181
Spicket Valley Credit Union Savings #1596
Spicket Valley Credit Union Certificate #1596
Additional interest
TOTAL
Balance January 1, 1979
Received from Treasurer, Town of Salem
Interest received in 1979
Paid to Treasurer, Town of Salem


















Information pertaining to any Fund prior to the current year may be obtained by contacting the Treasurer
of the Trust Funds of the Town of Salem, N.H.
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TOWN OF SALEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
ASSETS
Cash : 5, 35^4, 702
In Hands of Treasurer
In hands of of f i cial s
TOTAL
Bonds or Long Term Notes - Authorized-Unissued
Capital Reserve Funds: (RSA Chp. 35)
(For the acquisition of equipment and new construction
(a)
TOTAL
Accounts Due to the Town
Due from State:
(a) Joint Hwy. Construc'n Ace ' ts .Unexpended Balance
State Treas.
Other Bills due Town:
(a) Landf i 1 1 Charges
(b) Due from E.P.A.
(c) Welfare Liens
(d) Outside Pol ice Detai
1
(e) Sewer Rents
(f) Due from Crime Commission
TOTAL
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
(a) Levy of 1978
(b) Levy of 1977
(c) Levy of 1976
TOTAL
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1979, including Resident Taxes
(b) Levy of 1978




Current Surplus, December 31. 1978
Current Surplus, December 31, 1979



























For the Year Ended December 31, 1979
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations
Unexpended Balances of Bond & Note Funds
Sewer Fund
Water Department
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds
Performance Guarantee (Bond) Deposits
Due to State:
2% Bond & Debt Retirement Taxes
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't)
County Taxes Payable
Precincts Taxes Payable
School District Tax Payable
Block Grants and Community Economic Development
Conservation Commission
Other Liabi 1 i ties
Dog License fees collected - not remitted
Tax - Wei fare Liens
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
State and Town Joint Highway Construction Acc'ts.
(a) Unexpended balance in State Treasury
(b) Unexpended balance in Town Treasury
Capital Reserve Funds: (Offsets similar Asset Acc't)
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Current Surplus (Excess of assets over liabilities)
























Make a Cross (X)
opposite your choice
SELECTMAN
Three Years Vote for TWO
WILLIAM T. KNIGHTLY
161D
WALTER F. STICKNEY, JR 161^ I
D
D
TRLSTKE OF TRUST FUNDS
Three Years Vote for ONE
RUSSELL T. GLADWIN 1658 [^
n
TRUSTEE OF KELLEY LIBRARY
Three Years Vote for ONE
ARTHUR W . CAMPBELL





Three Years Vote for TWO
ROBERT J. ELLIOTT ^^^
SALEM OFFICIAL BALLOT MARCH 13, 1979
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment Number 6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows? (Amendment
Number 6, if adopted, would terminate the
Board of Adjustment's power to grant ex-
ceptions for small stores and home occupa-





ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment Number 7 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows? (Amendment
Number 7, if adopted, would terminate the
Board of Adjustment's power to grant ex-
ceptions for small stores and home occupa-
tions in the Rural District.)
YES,
199 RfiQ869
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment Number 8 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows? (Amendment
Number 8, if adopted, would authorize a
fine of $10 for each day that a zoning viola-
tion exists after the conviction date.)
YES I I NO I I
1366 420
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 9 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows? (Amendment
Number 9, if adopted, would incorporate
the Flood Insurance Rate Map and Flood
Boundary and Floodway Map (posted with
the Town Warrant) as parts of the Salem
Zoning Ordinance.)
YES I I NO I I
1436 306
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 10 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as fallows? (Amendment
Number 10, if adopted, would prohibit any
development or encroachment in the flood-
way as shown on the Flood Boundary and
Floodway Map that would result in raising
flood levels in the floodway.)
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of the amendment to the Zoning Or-
dinance as proposed by petition of the voters
of this Town? (This amendment, if adopted,
would change the zoning classification of
approximately 430 acres lying westerly of
new Route 111 in North Salem from Light
Industrial No. 3 to Rural.) The Planning
Board approves adoption of this amend-
ment.
^^''Hi NO
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number tl as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows? (Amendmenl
Number 11, if adofiled, would prohibit the
placement of a mobile home in the floodway
as shown on the Flood Boundary and Flood-
way Map unless the area is zoned for mobile
homes and unless there is an existing mobile






ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of the amendment to the existing Town
Building Code as proposed by the Planning
Board? (This amendment, if adopted, would
impose various floodproofing, elevation and
anchoring requirements for structures and
improvements, including mobile homes,
that are to be located in low-lying areas as
shown on the Flood Insurance Rate Map





ARTICLE 15. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Fire Preven-
tion Code as follows? (Amendment Number
1, if both it and Amendment Number 2 are
adopted, would authorize the Chief of the
Bureau of Fire Prevention to require fire ex-
tinguishing and fire detecting devices in all







\RTICLE 16. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Fire Preven-
tion Code as follows? (Amendment Number
2, if both it and Amendment Number 1 are
adopted, would authorize the Chief of the
Bureau of Fire Prevention to require fire ex-
tinguishing and fire detecting devices in all




ARTICLE 17. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Fire Preven-
tion Code as follows? (Amendment Number
3, if adopted, would prohibit the installation
and use of wood and coal burning stoves, or
factory built fireplaces without a permit
from the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Preven-
tion.)
YES D NoD
ARTICLE 18. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment Number 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Fire Preven-
tion Code as follows? (Amendment Number
4, if adopted, would make a violation of the
Fire Prevention Code a misdemeanor if
committed by a natural person, and a felony






ARTICLE 19. Shall we adopt the provisions
of RSA 72:66 for a property tax exemption
on real property equipped with a wind
powered energy system which exemption
shall be in an amount of any increased value





ARTICLE 20. Shall we adopt the provisions of
RSA 72:62 for a property tax exemption on
real property equipped with a solar energy
heating or cooling system which exemption
shall be in the amount of any increased value





ARTICLE 21. Shall the Sunday Sales Ordi-
nance, Paragraph V RETAIL BUSINi;SS
(d) be amended to read as follows: (d) It
shall be lawful on Sunday for all retail stores
to remain open on Sunday between (he
hours of one o'clock and six o'clock in the
afternoon, except that on all Sundays falling
between Thanksgiving and the succeeding
Christmas such retail stores may remain
open from twelve o'clock noon until six














STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF SALEM, IN THE COUNTY OF ROCKINGHAM AND STATE OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at your respective polling places as follows:
District 1 Dr. Soule School
District 1A Fisk School
District 2 Lancaster School
District 2A North Salem Elementary School
— Districts Barron School
District 3A Mary Queen of Peace Church
at 7:00 A.M. on March 11, 1980 to act upon articles 1 through 12. The polls will open at 7:00 A.M. and will not
close before 7:00 P.M.
You are hereby further notified that consideration of all other articles contained in this warrant will com-
mence at the Salem High School Auditorium at 9:00 A.M. on Saturday, March 15, 1980.
Article!.
To choose all necessary Town officers for the coming year.
Article 2.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Amendment No. 1 proposed by the Planning
Board:
Amend Article Xl-b of the Zoning Ordinance, entitled "Miscellaneous", by adding the following as Article
XI-b-F:
"F. Motor vehicle fuel storage and dispensing facilities. Motor vehicle fuel may not be stored or dis-
pensed in any district except as follows:
1. Motor vehicle fuel may be stored and dispensed in Commercial-Industrial Subdistricts A, B and C, the
Light Industrial District, and the Industrial District, at:
a) motor vehicle service or filling stations which serve the general public; and
b) commercial enterprises, for vehicles owned or operated by that enterprise for business purposes.
The provisions regarding filling stations contained in Article V-A-6 shall not apply to such fuel dis-
pensing facilities operated by such commercial enterprises.
2. The Board of Adjustment may grant special exceptions to permit storage and dispensing of motor vehi-
cle fuel in any zone, for the exclusive purpose of fueling motor vehicles (and equipment) operated on
the same lot for agricultural purposes, provided the Board of Adjustment finds that such storage and
dispensing will not adversely affect the public health, safety or welfare.
ARTICLE 3.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Amendment No. 2 proposed by the Planning
Board.
Amend Article lll-a of the Zoning Ordinance, regarding the Residential District, Article IV of the Zoning
Ordinance, regarding Rural Districts, and Article VI of the Zoning Ordinance, regarding the Recreational Dis-
trict, by adding at the end of the introductory paragraph of each such article the following:
"If a one-family or two-family dwelling is a prior non-conforming use solely because the lot on which it is
located does not satisfy the minimum lot area requirements of this ordinance, expansion of the dwelling
shall be permitted, provided a) the expanded dwelling does not violate any other provision of this ordi-
W-1
nance, b) the expansion is not likely to create a health or safety hazard due to insufficient waste disposal
facilities or other causes, and c) no portion of the lot is within 150 feet of the seasonal high water line of
Canobie Lake."
Article 4.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Amendment No. 3 proposed by the Planning
Board.
Amend Article Xi-a of the Zoning Ordinance regarding signs, by deleting the provisions of Article Xi-a-H,
regarding penalties, and by deleting the provisions of Article Xl-A-I, regarding severability.
Article 5.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Amendment No. 4 proposed by the Planning
Board.
Amend Section Xll-a of the Fire Prevention Code Ordinance by deleting the provision making violation of
the code a misdemeanor or felony and by inserting in its place the following:
"Whoever violates any of the provisions of this ordinance or Fire Prevention Code may be fined an
amount not exceeding $1,000 for each such violation. Every violation of a provision of this code or ordi-
nance, and every day that such violation continues, shall be deemed a separate offense."
Article 6.




This ordinance shall be entitled the Town of Salem Building Code Ordinance of 1980.
Section 2. Prior Ordinance Repealed.
The ordinance passed at the 1972 Annual Town Meeting, adopting the 1967 National Building Code with
amendments thereto, and all other ordinances adopting or amending the 1955 and 1967 National Building
Codes, are hereby repealed in their entirety.
Section 3. Adoption of the 1976 National Building Code.
Under authority of RSA 156 and 156-A, the Town of Salem hereby adopts the 1976 National Building Code
recommended by the American Insurance Association, with December 1977 Amendments recommended by
the American Insurance Association, subject to the following amendments, for the purpose of establishing
rules and regulations for the construction, alteration, removal, demolition, equipment, use, occupancy, loca-
tion and maintenance of buildings and structures, including permits and penalties, and the same are hereby
adopted and incorporated as fully as if set out at length herein, and from the date this ordinance shall take ef-
fect the provisions thereof shall be controlling in the construction of all buildings and structures therein con-
tained within the corporate limits of the Town of Salem.
Section 4. Establishment of Office of Building Inspector.
a. The office of building inspector is hereby created and the executive official in charge shall be known as
the building inspector.
b. The building inspector shall be appointed by the Town Manager, and his appointment shall continue
until he is removed by the Town Manager.
c. The Town Manager may also appoint one or more assistant building inspectors, who shall be subject to
all of the provisions of this ordinance and code as if they were building inspectors.
d. The building inspector shall be deemed the "building official" whenever the term "building official"
appears in the 1976 National Building Code, in the December 1977 Amendments thereto, or in this ordinance.
e. Those building inspectors and assistant building inspectors duly appointed to and serving in those posi-
tions at the time this ordinance is adopted shall continue in office as if they had been appointed under para-
graphs a, b, c and d of this section.
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Section 5. Qualifications of Building Inspector.
To be eligible to appointment, the candidate for the position shall have had experience as an architect,
structural engineer, building inspector or superintendent of building construction. He shall be in good health,
physically capable of making the necessary examinations and inspections. He shall not have any interest what-
ever, directly or indirectly, in the sale or manufacture of any material, process or device entering into or used
in or in connection with building construction, alterations, removal, and demolition.
Section 6. Duties of Building Inspectors.
a. The building inspector shall devote his whole time to the duties of his office. He shall receive applica-
tions required by this Code, issue permits and furnish the prescribed certificates. He shall examine premises
for which permits have been issued and shall make necessary inspections to see that the provisions of law are
complied with and that construction is prosecuted safely. He shall enforce all provisions of the building code.
He shall, when requested by proper authority, or when the public interest so requires, make investigations in
connection with matters referred to in the building code and render written reports on the same. To enforce
compliance with law, to remove illegal or unsafe conditions, to secure the necessary safeguards during con-
struction, or to require adequate exit facilities in buildings and structures, he shall issue such notices or orders
as may be necessary. -
b. Inspections required under the provisions of the building code shall be made by the building inspector
or his duly appointed assistant. The building inspector may accept reports of inspectors of recognized inspec-
tion services, after investigation of their qualifications and reliability. No certificate called for by any provision
of the building code shall be issued on such reports unless the same are in writing and certified to by a respon-
sible officer of such service.
c. The building inspector shall keep comprehensive records of applications, of permits issued, of certifi-
cates issued, of inspections made, of reports rendered, and of notices or orders issued. He shall retain on file
copies of required plans and all documents relating to building work so long as any part of the building or
structure to which they relate may be in existence.
d. All such records shall be open to public inspection for good and sufficient reasons at the stated office
hours, but shall not be removed from the office of the building inspector without his written consent.
3. The building inspector shall make written reports to his immediate superior once each month, or more
often if requested, including statements of permits and certificates issued, and orders promulgated.
Section 7. Cooperation of Other Officials.
The building inspector may request and shall receive, so far as may be necessary, in the discharge of his
duties, the assistance and cooperation of other officials of the municipality.
Section 8. Definitions.
a. Wherever the word "Municipality" is used in the building code, it shall be held to mean the Town of
Salem.
b. Wherever the term "Corporation Counsel" is used in the building code, it shall be held to mean the at-
torney for the Town of Salem.
Section 9. Fire Limits Established.
The fire limits of the Town are those areas zoned Commercial-industrial A under the Salem Zoning Ordi-
nance.
Section 10. Fees.
a. The Board of Selectmen following public hearing shall prescribe the fees for permits issued under this
Code. No permit as required by the Building Code shall be issued until the fee prescribed in this ordinance
shall have been paid. Nor shall any amendment to a permit be approved until the additional fee, if any, due to
such amendment, shall have been paid.
b. In case of abandonment or discontinuance, the amount and/or cost of the work performed under a
permit may be estimated, an adjustment of the fee made and the portion of the fee for uncompleted work re-
turned to the permit holder, provided that no refund of a prescribed minimum fee shall be made. If such dis-
continuance is due to revocation of permit, a similar adjustment and return may be made; provided that no
refund shall be made until all penalties incurred or imposed by due authority have been collected. After such
a refund has been made no work shall be resumed until a new application has been made and a new permit
has been issued.
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c. The most recent fee schedule established by the Board of Selectmen prior to the adoption of this ordi-
nance, in accordance with 1967 National Building Code as amended at the 1978 Annual Town Meeting, shall
be deemed to apply under Section 10 (a) of this ordinance until amended in accordance with Section 10 (a).
Section 11. Saving Clause.
Nothing in this ordinance or in the building code hereby adopted shall be construed to affect any suit or
proceeding now pending in any court, or any rights acquired, or liability incurred, nor any cause or causes of
action accrued or existing, under any act or ordinance repealed hereby. Nor shall any right or remedy of any
charter be lost, impaired or affected by this ordinance.
Section 12. Validity.
The invalidity of any section or provision of this ordinance or of the building code hereby adopted shall
not invalidate other sections or provisions thereof.
Section 13. Expiration of Permit.
Section 102.16 of the 1976 National Building Code is amended by deleting the provisions thereof and by
inserting in their place the following:
a. A permit under which no work is commenced within 60 days after issuance shall expire by limitation and
a new permit shall be secured before work is started.
b. Any building or construction authorized by the issuance of a permit must be completed, as authorized
by the permit, within one year from the date of issuance of the permit. A new permit shall be secured if the
work as authorized is not completed within the one year period.
Section 14. Penalty.
Section 106.1 of the 1976 National Builiding Code is amended by deleting the provisions thereof and by in-
serting in their place the following:
In addition to the penalties prescribed in RSA 156:5, whoever violates any provision of this ordinance or
code shall be subject to a fine of up to $,1000 for each offense. The term "whoever violates" includes but is not
limited to: any person who fails to comply with this code or ordinance or with any of the requirements
thereof, or who shall erect, construct, add to or alter, move or demomlish or has erected, constructed, added
to or altered, moved or demolished a building or structure or portion thereof, in violation of a detailed state-
ment or plan submitted and approved thereunder, or of a permit or certificate issued thereunder; also the
owner of a building or structure, or portion thereof, or of the premises where anything in violation of this or-
dinance or code shall be placed or shall exist, and an architect, engineer, builder, contractor, agent, person or
corporation employed in connection therewith and who assisted in commission of such violations. Each such
person shall be deemed guilty of a separate offense for each and every day or portion thereof during which
any violation of any provision of this ordinance or code is committed or continued; and the violation of more
than one provision of this ordinance or code, or multiple but simultaneous violations of the same provision,
shall be deemed separate offenses.
Section 15. Board of Appeal.
Sections 107.1 through 107.9 of the 1976 National Building Code are amended by deleting the provisions
thereof and by inserting in their place the following:
The Salem Board of Adjustment shall have the power to hear appeals from a building inspector's decision,
and to grant variances from this ordinance or code, to the extent authorized by RSA 156:4-a and 156:4-b.
Section 16. Flood Areas.
a. Any permit issued for the installation of a mobile home that will be located within Zone A of the Town
of Salem's Flood Insurance Rate Map (as heretofore adopted by the Town of Salem) shall be anchored to resist
flotation, collapse or lateral movement by providing over-the-top and frame ties to ground anchors. Specific
requirements shall be that (i) over-the-top ties be provided at each of the four corners of the mobile home,
with two additional ties per side at intermediate locations and mobile homes less than 50 feet long requiring
one additional tie per side; (ii) frame ties be provided at each corner of the home with five additional ties per
side at intermediate points and mobile homes less than 50 feet long requiring four additional ties per side; (iii)
all components of the anchoring system be capable of carrying a force of 4,800 pounds; and (iv) any additions
to the mobile home be similarly anchored.
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b. The Building Inspector shall require in Zones A 1-30, as shown designated on the Flood Insurance Rate
Map for Salem, referred to above, that where floodproofing is used in lieu of elevation, that a registered pro-
fessional engineer or architect certify that the floodproofing methods used are adequate to withstand the
flood depths, pressures, velocities, impact and uplift forces and other factors associated with the base flood
and submit such certification to the community.
c. The Building Inspector shall require in Zones A 1-30, as shown designated on the Flood Insurance Rate
Map for Salem, referred to above, that new, substantially improved, or expanded mobile home parks or sub-
divisions and for mobile home placement not in existing mobile home parks or subdivisions, that stands or lots
are elevated to or above the base flood level, that adequate access and drainage is provided, and if pilings are
used for elevation, lots be large enough to permit steps to be placed in stable soil no more than ten feet apart,
and reinforcement be provided for pilings more than six feet above ground level.
Section 17. Effective Date.
This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon adoption.
Article 7.




This ordinance shall be entitled the Town of Salem Fire Code Ordinance of 1980.
Section 2. Prior Ordinances Repealed.
The Fire prevention Code Ordinance passed at the 1971 Annual Town Meeting, adopting the 1970 Fire
Prevention Code recommended by the American Insurance Association with amendments thereto, and all or-
dinances amending the 1971 Fire Prevention Code ordinance or 1970 Fire Prevention Code, are hereby re-
pealed in their entirety.
Section 3. Adoption of 1976 Fire Prevention Code Recommended by the American insurance Association.
Under authority of RSA 49:B-8, 155, 156 and 156-A, the Town of Salem hereby adopts the Fire Prevention
Code recommended by the American Insurance Association, being particularly the 1976 edition thereof and
the whole thereof, for the purpose of prescribing regulations governing conditions hazardous to life and
property from fire and explosion, save and except such portions as are hereinafter deleted, modifed or
amended by this ordinance, and the same Code is hereby adopted and incorporated as fully as if set out at
length herein, and from the date of which this ordinance shall take effect, the provisions thereof shall be con-
trolling within the limits of the Town of Salem.
Section 4. Establishment and Duties of Bureau of Fire Prevention.
a. The Fire Prevention Code shall be enforced by the Bureau of Fire Prevention in the Fire Department of
the Town of Salem, which is hereby established and which shall be operated under the supervision of the
Chief of the Fire Department.
b. The Chief of the Fire Department shall be appointed by, and shall serve at the pleasure of, the Town
Manager.
c. The Chief of the Fire Department shall recommend, and the Town Manager shall appoint, a Chief of
the Bureau of Fire Prevention and such other members of the Bureau of Fire Prevention as shall from time to
time be necessary, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Town Manager.
d. A report of the Bureau of Fire Prevention shall be made annually and transmitted to the Town Man-
ager. It shall contain all proceedings under this Code, with such statistics as the Chief of the Fire Department
decides to include therein; the Chief of the Fire Department shall also recommend any amendments to the
Code which, in his judgment, shall be desirable.
e. The Chief of the Fire Department may request and shall receive so far as may be necessary, in the dis-
charge of his duties, the assistance and cooperation of other officials of the municipality.
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Section 5. Definitions.
a. Wherever the word "Municipality" is used in the Fire Prevention Code, it shall be held to mean the
Town of Salem.
b. Wherever the term "Corporation Counsel" is used in the Fire Prevention Code, it shall be held to mean
the Attorney for the Town of Salem.
Section 6. Establishment of Limits of Districts in which Storage of Flammable Liquids in Outside Aboveground
Tanks is to be Prohibited.
a. The limits referred to in Section 16.22a of the Fire Prevention Code in which storage of flammable liq-
uids in outside aboveground tanks is prohibited, are hereby established as follows:
1. The Garden Apartment R-A District as defined in the Salem Zoning Ordinance.
2. The area within two hundred (200) feet on either side of the center line of Route 28 from the Me-
thuen line to the Windham line.
b. The limits referred to in Section 16.61 of the Fire Prevention Code, in which new bulk plants for flam-
mable or combustible liquids are prohibited, are hereby established as follows:
1. The Garden Apartment R-A District as defined in the Salem Zoning Ordinance.
2. The area within two hundred (200) feet on either side of the center line of Route 28 from the Me-
thuen line to the Windham line.
Section 7. Establishment of Limits in which Bulk Storage of Liquefied Petroleum Gases is to be Restricted.
The limits referred to in Section 21.6a of the Fire Prevention Code, in which bulk storage of liquefied pe-
troleum gas is restricted, are hereby established as follows:
a. The Garden Apartment R-A District as defined in the Salem Zoning Ordinance.
b. The area within two hundred (200) feet on either side of the center line of Route 28 from the Methuen
line to the Windham line.
Section 8. Establishment of Motor Vehicle Routes for Vehicles Transporting Hazardous Chemicals or Other
Dangerous Articles.
The routes referred to in Section 20.14 of the Fire Prevention Code for vehicles transporting hazardous
chemicals and other dangerous articles are hereby established as follows: Route 28 between the Windham
line and the Methuen line.
Section 9. Amendments Made in the Fire Prevention Code.
The Fire Prevention Code is amended in the following respects:
a. Section 12.5b is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"The storage of explosives and blasting agents without a permit issued by the Chief of the Bureau of Fire
Prevention is prohibited throughout the Town except for temporary storage for use in connection with
approved blasting operation; provided, however, this prohibition shall not apply to wholesale and retail
stocks of small arms ammunition, fuse lighters, fuse igniters, and safety fuses (not including cordeau deto-
nant fuses) in quantities involving less than 500 pounds of explosive material; nor shall it apply to explo-
sive-actuated power devices, when employed in construction operations in highly populated areas, in
quantities involving less than fifty (50) pounds of explosive material."
b. Section 12.7 (o) is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"Vehicles transporting explosives shall to the extent possible avoid congested traffic and densely popu-
lated areas."
c. Section 15.6(c) is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"Electrical wiring and equipment in any vapor area shall be reasonably safe to persons and property."
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d. Section 28.16a is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"Fire lanes on private property devoted to public use may be established by the Chief of the Bureau of Fire
Prevention and the Chief of Police."
e. The Fire Prevention Code is amended by the addition of Article 32 which shall read as follows:
"Before any fuel oil burner is installed in any structure, application shall first be made to the Chief of the
Fire Department and a permit obtained therefor."
f. Section 13.3(a) is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"The manufacture and storage of fireworks without a permit issued by the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Pre-
vention is prohibited throughout the Town."
g. Section 14.1 is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"This Article 14 shall apply to new and existing conditions except as otherwise specifically provided in Sec-
tion 14.2 and except that Sections 14.4 and 14.5 shall not apply where equivalent or more stringent legal re-
quirements are required by the Building Inspector's Office or other Municipal Departments."
h. Section 14.2 is deleted and the following inserted in place thereof:
"The Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention or his designee shall survey each assembly, educational, in-
dustrial, institutional, mercantile, business, office (including professional offices), storage, new or existing
residential occupancy of more than two units, and all new residential occupancy regardless of the number
of units, and shall specify suitable fire extinguishing appliances and fire detecting devices as may be neces-
sary to provide reasonable safety to persons and property."
i. Add the following Article 33:
"Article 22. Wood and Coal Burning Stoves and Factory Built Fireplaces.
33.1 General. Wood and coal burning stoves and factory built fireplaces shall conform to all other applica-
ble requirements of the Code as well as to the following provisions.
33.2 Permits Required. A permit shall be required prior to the installation in structures of wood or coal
burning stoves or factory built fireplaces. Applications for installation permits shall be made to the Chief
of the Fire Prevention Bureau before their installation in any structure and no such installation shall take
place until the issuance of a permit. No such wood or coal burning stove or factory-built fireplace shall be
used prior to inspection and approval of such unit by the Chief of the Fire Prevention Bureau.
33.3 Installation. The installation of heat producing appliances described in this section shall be installed
according to the rules and regulations of the Chief of the Fire Prevention Bureau and manufacturer's spec-
ifications, in the event of a discrepancy between the Chief of the Fire Prevention Bureau's rules and regu-
lations and the manufacturer's specifications, the more stringent provisions shall apply."
j. Add the following Article 34:
"Article 34. Obstructing Fire Hydrants. It shall be unlawful to obstruct any fire hydrant within the Town of
Salem."
Section 10. Modifications by the Fire Chief.
The Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention shall have power to modify any of the provisions of the Fire
Prevention Code upon application in writing by the owner or lessee, or his duly authorized agent, when there
are practical difficulties in the way of carrying out the strict letter of the Code, provided that the spirit of the
Code shall be observed, public safety secured, and substantial justice done. The particulars of such modifica-
tion when granted or allowed and the decision of the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention thereon shall be
entered upon the records of the department and a signed copy shall be furnished the applicant.
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Section 11. Appeals to the Board of Adjustment.
Whenever the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention shall disapprove an application or refuse to grant a
permit applied for, or when it is claimed that the provisions of the Code do not apply or that the true intent
and meaning of the Code have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, or that the applicant is otherwise
entitled to a variance under RSA 156: 4-1, the applicant may appeal from the decision of the Chief of the Bu-
reau of Fire Prevention to the Board of Adjustment within thirty (30) days from the date of the decision ap-
pealed.
Section 12. New Materials, Processes or Occupancies which Require Permits.
The Town Manager {or in the absence of a Town Manager, a Selectman designated by the full Board of Se-
lectmen), the Chief of the Fire Department, and the Cihef of the Bureau of Fire Prevention shall act as a com-
mittee to determine and specify, after giving affected persons an opportunity to be heard, any new materials,
processes or occupancies, which shall require permits, in addition to those now enumerated in said Code.
Section 13. Penalties.
a. Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this Code or Ordinance hereby adopted or fail to
comply therewith, or who shall violate or fail to comply with any order made thereunder, or who shall build in
violation of any detailed statement of specifications or plans submitted and approved thereunder, or any cer-
tificate or permit issued thereunder, and from which no appeal has been taken, or who shall fail to comply
with such an order as affirmed or modified by the Board of Adjustment or by a court of competent jurisdic-
tion, within the time fixed herein, shall severally for each and every such violation and noncompliance respec-
tively, be punished by a fine of not more than One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars. The imposition of one
penalty for any violation shall not excuse the violation or permit it to continue; and all such persons shall be
required to correct or remedy such violations or defects within a reasonable time; and when not otherwise
specified, each day that prohibited conditions are maintained, and each separate violation, shall constitute a
separate offense.
b. The application of the above penalty shall not be held to prevent the enforced removal of prohibited
conditions or the imposition of such other penalties (including fines and imprisonment) as may be otherwise
permitted by law.
Section 14. Fees.
a. An annual fee of Twenty-Five ($25.00) Dollars shall be paid by the Permitee for the issuance of any per-
mit issued by the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention under the provisions of Section 12.5b of the Code.
b. A fee of Five ($5.00) Dollars shall be paid by the Permitee for the issuance of any permit issued by the
Chief of the Fire Department of Bureau of Fire Prevention under the provisions of Articles 32 or 33 of the Fire
Prevention Code.
Section 15. Inconsistent Ordinances.
if any ordinance or other law contains provisions which are stricter than the provisions of the Fire Preven-
tion Code, the stricter provision shall apply.
Section 16. Validity.
Invalidity of any section or provision of this ordinance or the Fire Prevention Code shall not invalidate any
other section or provision thereof.
Section 17. Effective Date.
This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its adoption.
Article 8.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Amendment No. 7 proposed by the Planning
Board.
Amend Articles V-B-4 and V-B-5 of the Zoning Ordinance, regarding setback in Commercial-Industrial
Subdistricts B and C, ,by deleting the present provisions and inserting in their place the following:
"4. All buildings and structures in Commercial-Industrial Subdistricts B and C shall be set back at least
thirty (30) feet from the street or streets which the lot abuts and not less than twenty (20) feet from the rear
and side lot lines, except that, at a filling station, gasoline pumps, light standards or similar installations
may be placed to within twenty (20) feet of the street line.
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"5. In Commercial-Industrial Subdistricts A, B and C, no structure shall be constructed within forty
(40) feet from the high water mark of any lake, stream or surface water system. The high water mark shall
not be moved or disturbed without Planning Board approval."
Article 9.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Petition Amendment No. 1 to amend the
zoning ordinance, and which was approved by the Planning Board.
By petition of Cynthia Davis and others:
"To vote to amend the Salem Zoning Ordinance by changing the parcels of land shown as Lot 94 on Map
33 and Lots 72, 73 and 74 on Map 15 of the Town of Salem property tax maps from presently existing resi-
dential zoning to commercial industrial B zone. Said parcels being in fact contiguous to and westerly of
the present commercial industrial B zone."
Article 10.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Petition Amendment No. 2 to amend the zon-
ing ordinance, and which was approved by the Planning Boad.
By petition of Helen Duhamel and others:
"Rezone from light industrial and/or commercial to rural all land lying on the westerly side of Porcupine
Brook from Brookdale Avenue, crossing over Pelham Road to New Hampshire Route 38. This would form
a natural boundary between the industrial and the rural area."
Note: Copies of this petition, which includes a sketch map of the boundaries of this area, are appended to
official copies of the proposed zoning, building code and fire code amendments certified by the Chair-
man of the Planning Board, which have been filed with the Town Clerk, Salem Building Inspector, Salem
Board of Selectmen and Salem Planning Board at the Salem Municipal Building, 33 Geremonty Drive,
Salem, New Hampshire, and which will be on display to voters at each polling place on the day of ballot-
ing.
Article 11.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following, which is Petition Amendment No. 3 to amend the zon-
ing ordinance, and which was neither approved nor disapproved by the Planning Board.
By petition of Frank J. Geary and others:
"PROPOSED CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS ZONING REGULATIONS"
A. GENERAL
Cluster development proposals must be approved by the Salem Board of Adjustment in accordance
with the Special Exception provisions of this Article of the Zoning Ordinance as well as by the Planning
Board when required by law.
The Salem Board of Adjustment shall only approve those cluster development proposals which are in
accord with the following zoning requirements and other such Municipal and State requirements as
may apply.
B. PURPOSE
The purpose of cluster development to which any proposal must adhere are:
1. To promote land development which conserves the natural environment and enhances harmony be-
tween the natural and manmade environment.
2. To promote the wise and efficient use of municipal land resources so as not to exceed their capability
to support development, and so as to most efficiently provide necessary public services.
3. To promote living areas within the municipality that provide for a variety of resident needs, such as
diversity of recreational opportunity and which adequately provide for pedestrian and vehicular
safety.
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4. To promote imaginative and economical approaches to development and land use w/hich:
4.1 Encourage the preservation of important land use features.
4.2 Encourage the development of usable community open spaces.
4.3 Encourage attractive, safe and well-planned residential developments.
4.4 Encourage innovative approaches in meeting the growing demand for housing at all cost levels.
C. DEFINITIONS
1. Cluster Development: A development pattern in which structures are arranged in closely related
groups. Describes the spatial relationship of structures and not the form of their ownership or type of
land use. Cluster Development may also include planned unit development (PUD) patterns which de-
scribe design intent, so as to create a "Community" through utilization of a variety of structural forms
and land uses in planned relationship with each other. PUD's are usually clustered.
2. Dwelling Unit: Shall be a single, complete living unit constructed in attached (townhouse, condomi-
nium or villa) or detached forms.
D REGULATIONS
1. Cluster developments are permitted in Rural and Residential districts by Special Exception from the
Board of Adjustment, if the Board finds that all of the conditions contained in this section have been
met, and that the development would serve the purposes listed above.
2. Construction of wastewater disposal systems in cluster developments shall be in conformance with
all State and Municipal laws, regulations and guidelines. In no case shall subsurface wastewater dis-
posal systems be constructed in soil/slope conditions defined as 'severe limitation' by the soil survey
interpretation sheets of the National Cooperative Soil Survey.
3. All wastewater disposal systems under joint or corporate ownership must have maintenance agree-
ments which are acceptable to the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commis-
sion. Proof of such an acceptable maintenance agreement must be furnished to the Town.
4. The Board of Adjustment shall hold a public hearing(s) on the application for a Special Exception as
specified by statute at which the Planning Board shall be invited to testify.
5. The maximum number of dwelling units permitted in the cluster development tract shall be deter-
mined by dividing the tract's net usable area by the minimum lot size for the zoning district in which
the cluster development is proposed to be located. The net usable area of a cluster development
tract shall be defined as the total tract area, less all land in the wetland zone not served by municipal
water and sewer services.
6. The maximum number of dwelling units permitted in a cluster development proposal may be in-
creased by a total of not more than 50%, provided that the maximum number of bedrooms does not
exceed 75% of the number of bedrooms permitted under conventional zoning (3.5 bedrooms per
conventional house) if;
6.1 Detached dwelling units do not constitute more than 25% of the total number of dwelling units
within the proposed cluster development.
6.2 Soils, slopes, ground and surface water conditions will not result in wastewater disposal, water sup-
ply or stormwater runoff problems.
7. The minimum size of a cluster development shall be at least 10 acres.
8. A perimeter buffer strip, suitable landscaped, shall be provided between any cluster development
and abutting development in order to effectively screen the cluster from surrounding land uses.
9. Proposed cluster developments shall not be required to provide the minimum frontage, setbacks
and acreage around each dwelling unit as specified elsewhere in the zoning ordinance.
10. The review of a proposed cluster development plan under the regulations shall assure that adequate
provisions have been made by the applicant for the following:
10.1 Traffic circulation, through adequacy of street capacity and design standards.
10.2 Emergency and road maintenance vehicle access and egress.
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10.3 Vehicular parking.
10.4 Storm water drainage facilities.
10.5 Common open space ownership and maintenance arrangements.
10.6 Water supply and wastewater disposal facilities.
10.7 Landscaping to achieve privacy and environmental amenity.
10.8 The applicant shall be required to adequately assess the likely impacts of the proposed cluster de-
velopment on town services, including school services.
10.9 Review of the proposed cluster development plan by appropriate municipal officials for compli-
ance with applicable municipal requirements.
11. The provisions of this cluster zoning ordinance shall be considered to be severable, and in the event
any section thereof shall be held to be invalid for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction,
the other sections shall not be affected thereby."
Article 13.
Shall $1.5 million be appropriated for the purpose of constructing a new courthouse facility to house the
Salem District Court, and the Selectmen be authorized to borrow such sum under the terms of the Municipal
Finance Act, and further that the Selectmen be authorized to contract for and accept any Federal and/or State
aid in connection with this project, and further to apply toward the cost of the project all interest accrued and
earned on the investment of the bond proceeds, or to take any other action relative thereto.
Article 14.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend the sum of $75,000, such sum represent-
ing a portion of the balance of unexpended funds remaining after the completion of various projects for
which bonds have been issued, for the purpose of making improvements of a permanent nature to the Salem
Landfill property.
Article 15.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend the sum of $80,000, such sum represent-
ing a portion of the balance of unexpended funds remaining after completion of various projects for which
bonds have been issued, together with a $100,000 H.U.D. Block Grant for the purpose of constructing a road-
way and installing utilities from Veterans Memorial Parkway to Town owned land, such land to be used in part
for elderly housing and in part for municipal purposes.
Article 16.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend the sum of $429,795, such sum repre-
senting a portion of the balance of unexpended funds remaining after completion of various projects for
which bonds have been issued, for the purpose of making improvements to roadways within the Town of
Salem.
Article 17.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend the sum of $100,860 from the Capital Re-
serve Fund established by vote of the Town Meeting in 1944 for the purpose of reconstructing Salem high-
ways. The fund was created initially for any or all of the following purposes: (1) reconstruction of highways, (2)
construction of sidewalks, (3) extension of water systems, (4) construction of a sewerage system, (5) extension
and improvement of parks and cemeteries.
Article 18.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend the sum of $250,000, such sum repre-
senting a portion of the balance of unexpended funds remaining after the completion of various projects for
which bonds have been issued, for the purpose of purchasing and installing new water meters for the Salem
Water Department.
Article 19.
By petition, to see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to expend the sum of $250,000, such sum
representing a portion of the balance of unexpended funds remaining after the completion of various pro-
jects for which bonds have been issued, for the purpose of reducing the tax rate, rather than for purchasing
and installing new water meters for the Salem Water Department.
Article 20.
To see if the Town will vote to rescind prior appropriations in the amount of $63,120 from the Federal Rev-
enue Sharing Fund, and return such sum to the Town's Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, the sum not being
needed to complete previously approved projects.
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Article 21.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $25,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of completing the renovation and expansion of the Municipal Office Building.
Article 22.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $4,360 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for





To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6,500 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing a memory typewriter for use at the Municipal Office Building.
Article 24.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $41,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing six vehicles for the Police Department.
Article 25.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $47,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing vote counting machines as recommended by the citizen study committee.
Article 26.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $30,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of installing a surface drainage system in the Noyes Terrace area.
Article 27.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $20,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of conducting an engineering study of (1) Bluff Street reconstruction and layout, and (2) the
North Policy Street/Canobie Lake shorefront erosion problem.
Article 28.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $20,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of completing the expansion of the Municipal Highway Department Garage.
Article 29.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,200 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing a trench compactor for the Highway Department.
Article 30.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $20,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing a snow blower for the Highway Department.
Article 31.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $45,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the installation of a new telephone system at the Municipal Office Building.
Article 32.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $30,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of purchasing six sub-compact vehicles to replace full sized Town vehicles currently in use.
Article 33.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6,650 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to
purchase the following equipment for the Police Department:
Lockers $1,300
Armored Vests 3,650
Holsters, Lights, photo file 1,700
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Article 34.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6,025 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to
purchase the following equipment for the Fire Department:




To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of making repairs to bridges and guard rails within the Town.
Article 36.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $20,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to




To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $23,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to
make improvements to the following Fire Department facilities:
North Salem Station $10,000
Central Station Doors 13,000
Article 38.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $100,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to
be used in conjunction with other available monies for the development of a water system.
Article 39.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund to
complete the Tax Revaluation Project.
Article 40.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $75,000 from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
the purpose of establishing a Central Dispatch Facility to serve the Police and Fire Departments.
Article 41.
To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate for the operational expenses of the Town
for the forthcoming year. (See posted Town Budget)
Article 42.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 to subsidize mass transportation service in the
Town of Salem in cooperation with the Merrimack Valley Regional Transit Authority; and further, to authorize
the Selectmen to negotiate a subsidy agreement in an amount not to exceed the appropriation.
Article 43.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to purchase for not more than $121,000 a portion
of Lot 1-A, Salem Property Tax Map 101, approximately 50.4 acres. Said sum to be expended from Department
of Housing and Urban Development Block Grant Funds previously awarded to the Town and from Federal
Revenue Sharing Funds previously allocated by the Town for land acquisition; and, further, in connection
with this project, to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept matching Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service Funds in an amount up to $60,500.
Article 44.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to purchase for not more than $22,000, twenty acres of
land shown on 1979 Salem Property Tax Map 74, Lot 8. Said sum to be expended from the Federal Revenue
Sharing funds previously allocated for land acquisition by the Town. Further, to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for and accept matching Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service Funds in an amount up to $11,-
000 in connection with this purchase.
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Article 45.
By Petition: To see if the Town will vote to purchase 38 acres of land shown as 1979 Salem Property Tax
Map 74, Lot ll-A and the westerly portion of Lot 13-A for the Town Forest for the sum of $53,000, said sum to
be taken from previously appropriated Federal Revenue Sharing Funds for land purchases. Also, to authorize
the Selectmen to apply for and accept $23,000 from the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service as
matching funds toward the purchase of the property described above. Furthermore, if the property described
above is not approved for purchase by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, any action taken
hereunder shall become null and void.
Article 46.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the purpose of procuring home-
maker services for eligible Salem residents through Western Rockingham Homemaker Services, Inc.
Article 47.
By request of the members of the Salem Group Living Home, Inc. and the members of the Advisory Com-
mittee of said organization: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,252 for con-
tractual services provided by the Group Home at 47 Joseph Road for juveniles of the community.
Article 48.
By request of the Salem Senior Little League Baseball Teams: To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,000 for the purpose of helping to meet the operating expenses of the teams and that
these funds be controlled by the Recreation Department, Town of Salem, and expended for purposes autho~
rized by law.
Article 49.
By request of the Salem Rams (Pop Warner) Football Teams and Boosters: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the purpose of helping to meet the operating expenses of the
teams, and that these funds be controlled by the Recreation Department, Town of Salem, and expended for
purposes authorized by law.
Article 50.
By request of the Salem Historic District Commission: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) or any part thereof, each year for ten years, to maintain and improve
any historic building or site within the Historical District.
Article 51.
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $2,160 for the purpose of installing street lights in





















By petition of Delia Highfield and others: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) for the purpose of continuing a Direct Service person in Area III, through the
Rockingham County Community Action Program.
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Article 53.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,064, such sum representing the cost of
those increased economic benefits for members of the Salem Police Department to which they are entitled
under the terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Selectmen and the Salem
Police Relief.
Article 54.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,294, such sum representing the cost of
those increased economic benefits for members of the Salem Fire Department to which they are entitled
under the terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Selectmen and the Brother-
hood of Salem Firefighters, such increased costs include additional personnel requirements resulting from the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Article 55.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,978, such sum representing the cost of
those increased economic benefits for members of Local #1801, A.F.S.C.M.E., to which they are entitled under
the terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Selectmen and A.F.S.C.M.E.
Article 56.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer under the provisions of R.S.A. 33:7,
as amended, to borrow, in anticipation of taxes such sums as are necessary for the operation of the Town, and
to set the rates, effect the issuance of notes, and to otherwise negotiate for the sale of notes to be paid within
the present fiscal year.
Article 57.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and Town Manager to make application for and to receive
and spend in the name of the Town such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as may
now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, local or private agencies.
Article 58.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the state, federal or other governmen-
tal unit or a private source which becomes available during the 1980 fiscal year, provided that such expendi-
ture be made for purposes for which a Town may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require
the expenditure of other Town funds. Further, that the Selectmen hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
Article 59.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey the Old Main Street Fire Station, known
as Salem Property Tax Map 15, Lot 177, to the Merchants Savings Bank, or their nominee, for fair market value,
and to authorize the Selectmen to take all necessary action in order to effect such transfer.
Article 60.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey at fair market value that portion of prop-
erty known as property Tax Map 14, Lot 60, that is not within forty feet of the brook, to Colley-McCoy Com-
pany, or their nominee, on terms and conditions to be established by the Selectmen.
Article 61.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a long term contract for the
purpose of providing potable water for the customers of the Salem Water Department as required by the Fed-
eral State Drinking Water Act.
Article 62.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into an exchange of land with John W.
Castricone, the land involved being located at the northwesterly intersection of Route 28 and Main Street, the
effect of such transfer to be a better traffic flow pattern at Route 28 and Main Street.
Article 63.
By Petition: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a land exchange with
Thomas Hargreaves whereby the Town will deed to Mr. Hargreaves the land known as Salem Property Tax
Map 24, Lot 68, in return for which Mr. Hargreaves will deed to the Town of Salem the land known as Salem
Property Tax Map 24, Lot 67. The conditions of such exchange to be established by the Board of Selectmen in
accordance with the best interests of the Town.
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Article 64.
By Petition: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectnnen to sell to Mr. John Tedder, 5
MacMillan Avenue, a parcel of Town owned land abutting his property, identified as Salem Tax Map 24, Lot
35, Westerdale Avenue. The conditions of which sale to be established by the Board of Selectmen.
Article 65.
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Moderator to appoint a computer study committee, the pur-
pose of said committee being to evaluate the needs of the Town of Salem and Salem School District and report
back to Town Meeting in 1981 with a recommendation concerning the computer needs of the Town and
School District.
Article 66.
To see if the Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to accept a deed from the Salem School District of the
Foss School land and buildings on the terms and conditions set forth by the 1980 Annual School District Meet-
ing.
Article 67.
By request of the Salem Planning Board: To see if the Town will vote to accept the following streets:
Golden Oaks Drive — a distance of 2,000 -I- from Brady Ave. to Lot 11J.
Leeside Drive — a distance of 200 ft. -I- in its entirety.
Meridian Drive — a distance of 140 ft. -I- from Sunrise drive to end.
Twinbrook Avenue — in its entirety.
Connell Drive — a distance of 800 ft. -I- from Clifton to lot line between lots 15 and 16.
Belair Lane — a distance of 375 ft. -I- from Clifton to lot line between lots 10 and 11.
Article 68.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Earth Removal and Open Excavation Ordinance adopted at the 1974
Annual Town Meeting, by deleting the first sentence of Section XV, which provides for a penalty not to ex-
ceed $50.00 per day, and by inserting in place thereof the following: "Any person, firm, or corporation violat-
ing any provision of this ordinance, including Section IV-C, shall be guilty of a violation under the New
Hampshire Criminal Code, in accordance with R.S.A. 31:41-b, and any fine shall inure to the benefit of the
Town of Salem's general fund."
Given under our hands and seal at said Salem 25th day of February 1980.
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